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Abstract 
Nature-based tourism is a major industry in Iceland and many protected areas are popular 
tourist destinations. The growth of tourism is accompanied by increased complexity and 
uncertainty. This makes decision-making for sustainable tourism development difficult, 
especially in protected areas. Their management is a complex endeavour which requires 
specialized knowledge to formulate sustainable management solutions. In this context, tour 
guides not only play an important role in the experience of visitors but also in helping to 
ensure that tourism is socially and environmentally responsible. Their experience can not 
only help in providing a safe and engaging tour experience within the natural environment, 
but also in protecting nature.  
 
This thesis aims to increase the understanding of the role of tour guides in protected area 
management in general, and explore whether their experience and knowledge can 
contribute for the management of Vatnajökull National Park in particular. The research 
project examines this from the perspective of four aspects: the self, the human 
environment, the perception of nature and changes thereof, and the state of protected area 
management. Semi-structured interviews and mental mapping with guides working at 
Skaftafell were used to analyse how guides perceive their role in the tourism sector and to 
elicit their opinions about the state of hiking trails in the area.  
 
The findings suggest that guides do indeed care for the natural and human environment in 
which they are working. In their opinion, they have valuable knowledge to help shaping 
protected area management in order to increase the safety of visitors and ensure that 
conservation targets are reached. They agree that the current business practices and public 
management procedures are not in a state that contributes to sustainable tourism. Guides 
argue for the inclusion of their specific knowledge in the decision-making process of 
protected areas. It is argued in the thesis that the compassion that guides express is a 
valuable motivator for sustainable resource management. The author suggests that ways 
are found to include guides into the decision-making process of Vatnajökull National Park. 



 

Útdráttur 
Náttúruferðamennska er stór atvinnugrein á Íslandi og mörg náttúruverndarsvæði eru 
vinsælir ferðamannastaðir. Vöxtur ferðaþjónustu gerir málefni greinarinnar flóknari og 
meiri óvissu háð. Þetta gerir ákvarðanir um þróun í sjálfbærri ferðamennsku erfiðari, 
sérstaklega er varðar náttúruverndarsvæði. Stjórnun þeirra er margþætt viðfangsefni sem 
krefst sérfræðiþekkingar til að móta stjórnunaraðferðir er stuðla að sjálfbærni. Í þessu 
samhengi hafa leiðsögumenn ekki aðeins mikilvægu hlutverki að gegna fyrir upplifun 
ferðafólks, heldur einnig við að tryggja að ferðamennskan sé félagslega og umhverfislega 
ábyrg. Reynsla þeirra getur ekki einungis komið að gagni við að gera 
náttúruferðamennskuna sjálfa örugga og upplifun ferðafólks áhrifaríka, heldur einnig við 
að tryggja verndun náttúrunnar. 
  
Markmið þessarar ritgerðar er að auka skilning á hlutverki leiðsögumanna í stjórnun á 
náttúruverndarsvæðum almennt séð, og kanna sérstaklega hvort reynsla þeirra og þekking 
geti lagt eitthvað að mörkum varðandi stjórnun Vatnajökulsþjóðgarðs. Í rannsókninni var 
þetta skoðað út frá fjórum hliðum: Einstaklingnum, hinu mannlega umhverfi, út frá 
náttúruskynjun og breytingum á henni, og út frá stjórnun náttúruverndarsvæða. Tekin voru 
hálfopin viðtöl við leiðsögumenn er starfa í Skaftafelli, og hugarkort notuð til að greina 
hvernig leiðsögumenn sáu hlutverk sitt innan ferðaþjónustunnar og skoðun þeirra á ástandi 
göngustíga á svæðinu. 
  
Niðurstöðurnar gefa til kynna að leiðsögumenn sýni sannarlega umhyggju fyrir því 
náttúrulega og mannlega umhverfi sem þeir vinna í. Að þeirra eigin áliti búa þeir yfir 
verðmætri þekkingu sem gæti komið að notum við mótun stjórnunarhátta á 
náttúruverndarsvæðum, til að auka öryggi ferðamanna og ná markmiðum varðandi 
náttúruvernd. Þeir eru sammála um að núverandi tilhögun reksturs í ferðaþjónustu og 
opinberir stjórnunarhættir stuðli ekki að sjálfbærri ferðamennsku. Leiðsögumenn mæla 
með því að þeirra þekking verði hluti af ákvarðanatökuferlinu á náttúruverndarsvæðum. Í 
ritgerðinni er því haldið fram að sú umhyggja sem leiðsögumenn bera fyrir umhverfinu 
talin vera mikilvægur hvati fyrir stjórnun sem stuðli að sjálfbærni. Höfundur leggur til að 
fundnar séu leiðir til að taka reynslu leiðsögumanna með í reikninginn í stjórnunarferlum 
sem tengjast Vatnajökulsþjóðgarði. 
 



 





 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dedication 
 
 

To the people that care more about the natural environment and the people,  
and less about their pockets. 

 
 
 

Let the words of Erich Fromm be a guiding principle: 
 

“Man is born as a freak of nature, being within nature and yet transcending it. He has to 
find principles of action and decision-making which replace the principles of instincts.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 

Preface 
When I was little, I was fascinated with space and by its vastness and apparent mysteries. I 
was interested in space exploration and over time I familiarised myself with many theories 
and got to learn more about physics and especially quantum physics. In particular the 
works of Stephen Hawking and Werner Heisenberg inspired me to think beyond the 
barriers of the obvious. My young life was shaped by the exploration of the realm of space 
through the power of imagination –being my own astronaut stepping outside the spacecraft 
of my body and thinking about what would be beyond the barrier of the physical. 
 
It was the teaching of science that helped me get a grasp of what surrounds me. Heisenberg 
is quoted to have said the following:  

“There is a fundamental error in separating the parts from the whole, the mistake of 
atomizing what should not be atomized. Unity and complementarity constitute reality.”  

By these words I realise that reality is not able to be dissected and looked upon in its pieces 
alone. The integration of them in a whole – into a unity – is an important part of being.  
 
My studies in Industrial Engineering and especially in Environment and Natural Resources 
planted the seed of thinking beyond current fixed borders and integrate different disciplines 
into solving problems. The environment and the interaction of humans with the natural 
environment were often at the front of my mind. After finishing these studies, I set out to 
do a PhD in the field of sustainable tourism management, but life changed my direction. I 
feel passionate about Iceland as a tourist destination and about sustainable development of 
tourism. Working in Iceland as a tour guide myself was the spark that ignited the fire in me 
to do this research project and focus on other tour guides, which also provides some 
funding to continue this research. 
 
I suppose doing research on public participation for almost 8 years now made me realize 
how often one does not consider the different forms knowledge and experience can take, 
and how often power is the leading cause for exclusion. Dialogue often puts the silent 
participation in the background. We think that we learn from our past, but did we really? 
Having the participation of different groups of stakeholders – like guides – is a daring 
thing, but needed to form solutions that help pass a viable solution on to the next 
generation. There is no solution that will please everyone, but in general it is the best we 
can do now. In this case I want to motivate the reader of this thesis to think beyond, as 
Martin Heidegger once said:  

“The most thought-provoking thing in our thought-provoking time is that we are still  
not thinking.” 

In this sense let’s think – beyond borders – share ideas – together and for each other! 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 National parks and recreation 

This thesis focuses on tour guides and seeks to explore how they see their own role in tourism 
and protected area management, in order to help increase our understanding of the specific 
knowledge which, guides possess. It seeks to support the instalment of public participation at 
protected areas on a broader base of stakeholders, including marginalized groups. Often, 
protected areas are used for nature-based tourism and thus national parks are often established 
partly to increase the attraction of the area for visitors and can serve as one form of regional 
development project (Müller, 2013). These factors make protected areas in general an 
interesting subject to study. National parks are especially interesting as two different 
objectives are prominent in national park management: conservation efforts and recreation 
interests. As protected areas do not operate in a legal and social vacuum it is important to see 
them embedded in practices of management, defined according to guidelines by the 
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), and their engagement within local 
communities. However even though these guidelines exist, the dynamics around national park 
management generate an environment prone to difficult and complex management. 

Tourism represents one of the largest and fastest-growing industries worldwide (UNWTO, 
2015) and Iceland is no exception to this development. Its tourism sector is currently 
undergoing a phase of rapid growth (Icelandic Tourism Board, 2016). Within the last five 
years, the sector has grown so rapidly that concerns about possible threats to the future of the 
industry are growing, as the environmental degradation and lacking infrastructure becomes 
apparent. National parks are of particular interest for studies as they represent the intersection 
of factors related to marketing, consumption, and conservation.  

A national park can be also seen from an economic perspective, because of its recreational 
values, especially for nature-based tourism (cf. Puhakka & Saarinen, 2013; Woltering, 2012). 
Establishing a national park may be seen as an important way to attract visitors to a certain 
area and therefore it impacts the economic livelihood of the rural community. Thus, the 
management of a national park has to consider providing services that can be transformed into 
goods and services for visitors. Because of the importance of these areas for tourism, much 
research has focused on experience of the tourists and their spending habits (cf. Gössling, 
Ring, Dwyer, Andersson, & Hall, 2015; Nicoletta & Servidio, 2012; Sæþórsdóttir & Saarinen, 
2015). But how to incorporate the feedback of visitors into the decision-making seems to be a 
difficult task, as many visitors only visit each area once and seldom return. It is therefore 
questionable if tourists, who represent single time users, can be of significance for long term 
decision-making, as their knowledge of changes within the natural environment of the area is 
limited. A new approach is necessary in order to bring the views of the consumer (the tourist) 
into decision-making and providing evidence through long term exposure.  
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Due to the limitation of tourists as a source of information and input into the decision-making 
of protected areas, it is interesting to look into other stakeholders working in nature-based 
tourism to bridge this knowledge-gap. An intermediate contact at the point of experience and 
continuous exposure to tourists can be more advantageous as it provides deeper insight into 
issues important for both tourists and national park managers. Tour guides can be seen as a 
viable solution, as they are agents between the customer and the host environment. They 
interact with the tourists at the point of consumption and often have often long term 
experience in specific areas. 

Guides, working in nature based tourism, are individuals who care for nature and in most 
cases share the interest in nature with their clients, the tourists. Their work does not take place 
in a social, environmental, or legal vacuum. Their work environment is dependent on the legal 
environment they are operating in. Decisions being made by protected area managers affect 
how and where they are allowed to operate tours, thus also affecting the experience of 
tourists. Tour guides are per se not considered key stakeholders, if one would use established, 
traditional classification systems of stakeholder analysis (cf. Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997; 
Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005).  

It is the hypothesis of this research that guides play a vital role for the experience of the 
tourist and are therefore important for the economic sustainability of nature-based tourism. 
Their role is also to help protecting the environment from increased degradation due to their 
knowledge about the area, its sensitivity, and the ability to guide the tourists towards practices 
that have less impact, thus providing vital inputs for the environmental sustainability of 
tourism. The engagement of tour guides with local communities and local networks of 
tourism stakeholders helps anchoring the experience of the visitors within the local nucleus 
and mitigate effects of increased tourism development (e.g. trampling, stress amongst local 
communities, hindrance in traffic).  

The intent of this research is to increase understanding of the importance of stakeholder 
groups that are often underrepresented as they do not fulfil requirements of power and 
legitimacy to be included in formal processes of participation (cf. Mitchell et al., 1997). Tour 
guides can be seen as one of these stakeholder groups. The dataset is based on personal 
interviews with tour guides working in the Skaftafell area, in the southern part of Vatnajökull 
National Park. This research will help support the discussion about the factors which 
contribute towards the development of participatory management techniques for national 
parks. It will do this under the premise that tour guides are of importance.  

1.2 Background of research 

In Iceland, current research of nature-based tourism and conservation focuses mainly on 
questions about environmental degradation on one hand and customer satisfaction on the 
other. Several researchers already presented work on individual aspects of tourism and 
protected area management (cf. Jóhannesson, Huijbens, & Sharpley, 2010; Ólafsdóttir & 
Runnström, 2011; Sæþórsdóttir & Saarinen, 2015). However, limited research attention has 
been given to issues relating to the intersection of customers, guiding, and tourism sector at 
protected areas park management. Especially the focus on the integration of consumer driven 
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knowledge into protected areas management would need attention. Consumer driven 
knowledge relates to studies about the perception of tourism by visitors and its integration 
into the decision-making of protected areas. Some of the interests intersecting at the 
Vatnajökull National Park have caused conflicts among stakeholders and dealing with these 
conflicts has been addressed in my masters thesis in Environment and Natural Resources 
(Schaller, 2010; Schaller, Jónasson, & Aikoh, 2013).  

The data used in this thesis was collected as part of a research project about tour guides in the 
Skaftafell area. It was a collaborative project with colleagues from the University of Iceland 
and the Gdansk University, Poland. The project team published a book titled Mobility on the 
Edges of Europe: The Case of Iceland and Poland in May 2016 (Rancew-Sikora & 
Skaptadóttir, 2016). My chapter in this book is based upon the same dataset which is the 
foundation for this thesis (Schaller, 2016). Parts of the research data have been presented at 
international conferences in Estonia (6th Nordic Geographers Meeting, Tallinn and Tartu, 15-
19 June 2015) and Iceland (24th Nordic Symposium on Tourism and Hospitality Research, 
Reykjavík, 1– 3 October 2015).  

1.3 Aim, scope, and limitations 

The general aim of the thesis is to increase the understanding of the role of tour guides in 
national park management and, more specifically, to explore whether the experiences and 
knowledge of tour guides can contribute to more effective and participatory management of 
the natural environment within Vatnajökull National Park. The thesis will focus on the overall 
question of how tour guides relate to the current development of tourism in Iceland, and how 
they perceive their role in tourism at national parks according to four aspects: personal 
motives and opinions; economic development; ecological changes; and public policy. I seek 
to answer the following four questions: 

• What is the practical and emotional motivation of working as a guide?  

• What are the opinions of guides with regard to recent changes among visitors and in 
the tourism sector as a whole?  

• How do guides perceive the natural environment?  

• What opinions do guides have about protected area management and their own 
possible engagement in it? 

In Iceland, the Vatnajökull NP is the latest addition to the national park system, as well as one 
of the most highly visited parks, because of its diverse natural features. Especially the 
Skaftafell area in the south of the Vatnajökull NP is the most visited area of the park, as it has 
areas and facilities with diverse recreation features (e.g. glaciers, waterfalls, hiking trails, 
camping ground and a visitor centre). Many visitors are attracted by these features, which 
makes the area also an important working place for tour guides. The area of Skaftafell used to 
be a national park itself from 1967, and merged with Jökulsárgljúfur National Park and the 
extended land around the glacier Vatnajökull became the Vatnajökull National Park in 2008. 
Interestingly enough this national park is the first and still only one in Iceland with a different 
management approach incorporating the participation of stakeholder groups in the decision-
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making process. However, tour guides have not been described as one of the participating 
groups. 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

First the thesis will address the current body of knowledge and highlight current research on 
the topic of tour guides and national park management. This chapter will introduce the 
discussion on the concepts of stakeholders, public, and participation. It will highlight the 
development of national park policies and public participation in protected area management. 
The chapter will also address research on tour guides, guiding, and tourism experience within 
the natural environment. 

The following chapter will introduce the development of tourism in Iceland. The focus is on 
the form of tourism in Iceland, its main incentives for coming to Iceland, and the growth of 
the tourism sector in Iceland, but it will also address the changes in the tourism sector in 
Iceland. Factors highlighted in this chapter are changes in the national park system, the public 
opinion on tourism, environmental degradation, and which actions are taken to address these 
changes with public policies.  

The remaining parts of the thesis will introduce the foundation of the dataset, the materials 
and methods used to gather, treat, and present the data. The discussion section will highlight 
the specific aspects of the results and draw out how guides see the changes within the 
different aspects of nature-based tourism in Iceland. The thesis will be closed by answering 
the question if tour guides are important for national park management and suggestions on 
how to incorporate them into the participatory management of the Vatnajökull National Park. 
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2 Guiding the way: previous research 
The experience and existence of nature-based tourism is dependent on the state of the natural 
environment, its features, and also wildness (Fredman, Wall-Reinius, & Grundén, 2012; 
Sæþórsdóttir, 2011). This segment of tourism has grown as well as the rest of the industry and 
has become more important in many regions, and the wildness of nature catches the attention 
of visitors seeking nature-based tourism. But the protection of the natural environment 
becomes a concern, especially as the “tendency to value wilderness comes from its rapid 
disappearance” (Moran, 2006, p. 59). Protected areas are important for tourism to provide 
areas in which different forms of recreation. However, with growing complexity in their 
management, the decision making calls for a broader base of knowledge, which makes a 
diversification of involved parties becoming more important (cf. Jamal & Stronza, 2009; Lai, 
Hsu, & Wearing, 2015; McCool, Nkhata, Breen, & Freimund, 2013).  

This chapter will begin with a discussion of public participation. I will introduce the concepts 
of the stakeholder, the public, and participation; and conclude with a discussion about ‘post-
participation’. The next section will deal with the concept of nature conservation and outline 
the historical development of protected area management. The chapter continues by 
elaborating on the discussion about tour guides, their role and the self within the natural 
environment. The chapter will be concluded by a summary which will provide an overview of 
the literature covered and the anchoring of the next chapters. 

2.1 Protected area management 

2.1.1 Historical development of protected area management  

Nature conservation is a necessary part of sustainable resource use and is thus an important 
tool for supporting nature-based tourism (Fredman et al., 2012). Looking back over the 
development of conservation policies, it can be seen that policies and guidelines were heavily 
influenced initially by the notion of landscape protection and conservation for game parks 
(Phillips, 2003). Conservation guidelines before the 1990s seem generally to incorporate a 
strong top-down management approach, where protected areas were government-owned and 
“government-run areas set aside for protection and enjoyment” (Phillips, 2003, p.9), with a 
strong tendency to separate people from park management (e.g. Achana & O'Learly, 2000). 
This management approach created a closed management system (e.g. not open for the 
participation of the public), or as some researchers have called it, ‘fortress conservation’ 
(Brown, 2002; Hulme & Murphree, 1999).  

This approach favoured natural sciences as more important for the decision-making process in 
protected areas management than the public in particular as well as the expertise of social 
scientists (Achana & O'Learly, 2000). With the emergence of sustainability and public 
participation as guiding principles for conservation policies in the 1990s and 2000s, the 
prevailing paradigm of conservation also changed to incorporate this new state of mind into 
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conservation management. The Convention on Biological Diversity mentioned the “lack of 
staff and resources, inadequate community engagement and programmes for research, 
monitoring and evaluation” as a common weakness of protected areas management 
(Convention on Biological Diversity, 2010, p. 40). As a result of this development, the 
classification of protected areas evolved (Phillips, 2004), and changed at the beginning of the 
21st century away from the “expert-knows-best management” (Berkes, 2007, p. 15193) 
towards participatory management. 

Protected area management has, therefore, undergone significant changes since the 
establishment of the first national parks in the late 19th century. Building upon the research 
by Swarbrooke (1999), Fennell (2003), and Achana and O'Leary (2000), we can see a 
progression of steps in the development of protected areas over time since their first 
appearance in North America (see Figure 1). The most significant changes occurred after the 
late 1980s, when the general acknowledgment of environmental degradation subsequent to 
anthropogenic exploitation and the limitation of natural resources in the 1960s and 1970s 
prepared the way for the emergence of sustainability on the agenda of policy makers (i.e. 
Carson, 1962; Meadows, Meadows, Randers, & Behrens III, 1972; WCED, 1987).  

The growing acknowledgement of the interdependence of social, economic, and 
environmental aspects marks a paradigm shift of decision-making, which also affected 
protected area management. After this first description, the concept of sustainability was 
widely used and became a guiding light for international conventions, such as the UN 
Conference on Environment and Development in Rio (UN, 1992, 2002). The Declaration on 
Sustainable Development (or Rio Declaration) opened up the discussion about strengthening 
the involvement of stakeholders in the decision-making process as an essential part of 
achieving sustainable development. This approach was new, as it was not a strong focal point 
of the previous definition by the WCED (1987). Since the 1990s social aspects and the 
participation of the public and affected stakeholders is seen as an important basis for robust 
and sound management of natural resources. Concepts like ‘Integrated Management’ and 
‘Management of Zoning’ appeared on the agenda of protected areas management, which 
marks a new state of mind in conservation management. As a result of this development, the 
definition of different classifications of protected areas evolved (Phillips, 2004) and changed 
at the beginning of the 21st century from the “expert-knows-best management” (Berkes, 2007, 
p. 15193) towards a participatory approach. 
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Figure 1: Changes of protected areas management philosophies, the decision-making process with 
regards to participatory management, major milestones of management change, and examined 
documents of case sites (modified from Swarbrooke, 1999; Fennell, 2003; Achana & O'Learly, 2000) 

2.1.2 Three phases of protected areas management 

Following the development of protected area management, a few paradigm changes become 
apparent. The underlying thought behind the management phases in the graph below (see 
Figure 2) is the different levels of citizen participation (Arnstein, 1969) and the changes 
emerging out of the way management questions are answered. The identification of these 
phases is linked with the question of management approach. In the initial management 
paradigm, national parks were seen as areas in need of protection and therefore subject to 
strict regulations and limitations. The land was set aside (e.g. became owned by the public 
and resource use got restricted or limited) and the boundaries were determined by experts in 
biology and conservation, to preserve the status of the environment. This lead to management 
practices which deemed specialized knowledge more important than local or indigenous 
knowledge (Berkes, 2007; Brown, 2002). Therefore, the management of protected areas can 
be seen as being done by experts for the people, as at this time a very specialized set of 
knowledge and management tools were seen as the most adequate way to protect and 
conserve the natural features. 

With the growing awareness of environmental degradation and the demand for participation 
in decision-making by the public, the focus shifted towards the inclusion of a broader 
representation of stakeholders and knowledge in national park policies (Berkes, 2004; 
Héritier, 2010; Taylor, 2011a; Torfing, 2005). At that time management was already being 
done with the participation of people. The shift towards broader stakeholder participation 
became even more prominent with the emergence of the concept of sustainable development 
and governance networks. This called for a component that related to future generations and 
the future outcomes of decision-making and as the decision-making process for sustainable 
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development also calls for the implementation of the precaution principle, this meant that 
decision-making had to evaluate the results of development and assess its possible negative 
outcome in comparison with its benefits. If the outcome was filled with too much uncertainty 
or if knowledge gaps were not able to be overcome, the development had to stop. Traditional 
planning processes, building upon a stakeholder view (e.g. Mitchell et al., 1997) and a view 
of a top-down, static management environment (Berkes, 2010; Plummer & Fennell, 2009), are 
not well suited for decision-making in a modern dynamic (Nkhata & Breen, 2010), and often 
messy, management environment (McCool, 2009; McCool, Moisey, & Nickerson, 2001). At 
this point the management by the people emerged as a new paradigm.  

 

Figure 2: Development of management paradigm over time (modified from Dearden, Bennett, & 
Johnston, 2005). 

2.1.3 The current state of protected area management 

This participatory management approach was an important step in the evolution of PA 
management. It involves three main shifts from the previous paradigm: 1) inclusion of 
multiple stakeholders, 2) adopting a multi-disciplinary approach in management, and 3) 
enlargement of the definition of protection classifications (Phillips, 2003, p. 31). Many 
scholars also describe the change in the management of PAs from a ‘closed’ towards an 
‘integrative’ management approach and describe the integration of the public as central to 
current management practices (e.g. Balloffet & Martin, 2007; Berkes, 2007; Dearden et al., 
2005; Fennell, 2003; Plummer & Fennell, 2009; Shahabuddin, 2009).  

The IUCN guidelines for protected areas  

When talking about protected areas, it is important to mention that there are different forms of 
such areas with regards to management form and structure of governance of the area. In 
general, protected areas are defined in accordance with the guidelines of the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (Dudley, 2008; IUCN, 1994; 
Thomas & Middleton, 2003). The definition is as follows: 

A clearly defined geographical space, recognised, dedicated and managed, through legal or 
other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated 
ecosystem services and cultural values (Dudley, 2008, p. 8). 

National parks are one form of protected areas. How a park is structured and who manages it 
can be very different among different countries and often depends on the historical 
development of national park system of the country. But most protected areas and park 
regulations follow the IUCN guidelines. According to their guidelines, national parks are 
protected areas of category II, but not all follow the same definition. For example, the 
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Thingvellir National Park is not described as a national park as the IUCN defines, whereas the 
Vatnajökull National Park follows the IUCN definition of a national park (for further 
information consult chapter 3.3). The IUCN specifies national parks (or category II) to be: 

protected areas are large natural or near natural areas set aside to protect large-scale ecological 
processes, along with the complement of species and ecosystems characteristic of the area, 
which also provide a foundation for environmentally and culturally compatible spiritual, 
scientific, educational, recreational and visitor opportunities (Dudley, 2008, p. 16). 

Emerging trends of governance 

The latest IUCN guidelines identify the inclusion of public participation into the decision-
making process as the key for good governance of national parks (Bosselmann, Engel, & 
Taylor, 2008). Although this acknowledgement and the new paradigm of protected area 
management in general, are mostly seen as positive developments in PA management, they 
have also attracted criticisms. For Locke and Dearden (2005), the new paradigm is shallow, 
since they consider that conservation efforts are devalued by the stronger inclusion of 
stakeholders in the decision-making process. Dearden and Bennett (2005) emphasize that the 
incorporation of public participation in the decision-making process of PA management is 
common in many PAs worldwide; however, countries with a high human development index 
(HDI) appear to make less use of public participation as an integrative part of decision-
making. They argue that this can be due to several reasons: greater speed of change and more 
progressive governance measures in countries with lower HDI, and higher challenges for 
protecting global biodiversity values (Dearden et al., 2005, p. 97). Another criticism is that 
many conservation efforts are strongly influenced by powerful international organizations 
which dominate the conservation agenda (Chapin, 2004). However, public participation is a 
positive development, although it can hinder the achievement of PAs’ goals, since that 
achievement is dependent on consensus, and therefore tied to the majority interests of many 
stakeholders (e.g. Balloffet & Martin, 2007; Dearden et al., 2005). An important aspect of 
public participation in PA management is the accountability of stakeholders in the governing 
body (Balloffet & Martin, 2007) and sharing of collaboration benefits (Billgren & Holmen, 
2008; Daniels & Walker, 1997).  

2.2 Public participation 

With the development of management paradigms and the transition towards participatory 
management in mind, it can be said that the discussion about national park policies appears to 
circulate around three main themes: a) the question of who is the public (cf. Reed, 2008; 
Young et al., 2013), b) the democracy of representation of a multitude of stakes and needs (cf. 
Harrington, Curtis, & Black, 2008; Héritier, 2010), and c) the best practice of protected area 
management (cf. Buono, Pediaditi, & Carsjens, 2012; Reed, 2008; Thede, Haider, & 
Rutherford, 2014). These three themes open up a continuum which calls for an elaboration of 
different terms used with regards to public participation.  
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2.2.1 The concept of the stakeholder 

In the mid-1980s, the discussion about stakeholders emerged in studies of economics and 
business management. One of the main discussions at that time emerged out of problematic 
management questions about change within the business environment. The stakeholder 
approach of Freeman (1984) was one of the first prominent ways to build a framework in 
response to these questions. The term of stakeholder followed terms of stockholder or 
shareholder which has its roots in economics. Even though the discussion about stakeholder 
management and stakeholder engagement still used terminology that was driven by economic 
aspects, the possibility of a broader approach was inherent in its initial meaning, as it defines 
stakeholders as “any group or individual who is affected by or can affect the achievement of 
an organization’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984, p. 5).  

Over time, the broadening of the meaning of stakeholders was noticeable, especially with the 
later work of Mitchell et al. (1997). Previously, the idea of having a ‘stake’ referred to an 
economic interest like an investment or a risk. But their discussion extended the limits for 
what a stakeholder could be, widening the definition to persons, groups, neighbours, 
organizations, institutions, societies, and even the natural environment (Mitchell et al., 1997). 
The component of the natural environment being a stakeholder can be seen as an important 
step, even though it left the question of representation open. For protected area management, 
having individuals representing the stake of the natural environment is an important yet 
complex management consideration, as it leaves open the question of who needs to be 
considered as a stakeholder and who isn’t. In this regard, the question for protected area 
management is no different to the one of business management. Identifying stakeholders and 
ordering them according to classifications was similar and was born out of the need to 
understand their interests and relationships. This is especially important for projects that 
involve a complex and dynamic environment of stakeholders and stakes (Reed, 2008; Reed & 
Curzon, 2015).  

Stakeholders can be on one hand those affecting the stake, as well as they can be those 
affected by the decision-making (e.g. polluters of an area, and those whose land is getting 
polluted). As many stakeholders belong to groups of individuals with blurred boundaries, it 
can be difficult to identify and categorize stakeholders, as the group can incorporate multiple 
distinct groups.  

Several classifications of stakeholders have been developed, but most of them have to do with 
power, urgency, legitimacy, and organizational complexity (Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005). 
This was seen as important in order to be able to assess the importance of stakeholders for a 
process. An example and widely accepted classification is the suggestion by Mitchell et al. 
which groups stakeholders according to three different attributes: power, legitimacy and 
urgency (Mitchell et al., 1997). In contrast, Murray-Webster and Simon (2008) designating 
attributes of power, interest, and attitude to the stakeholders, which incorporates the 
stakeholders’ own motivation into the classification of stakeholders. What seems not to be 
disputed is the aspect that stakeholders do not need to actively engage in the decision-making 
process to be a part of a stakeholder group (Reed et al., 2009), as many of them can remain 
silent due to other circumstances (cf. Tam, 2006). 
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2.2.2 ‘The public’ and participation 

The possibility to express one’s opinion about decision-making and the right to participate in 
decision-making processes is a cornerstone of current discourse in public participation. The 
participation of the public functions in the public sphere, in which the democratic decision-
making process can be seen as a normative process where outcomes are negotiated between 
individuals and society by communication and interaction (cf. Habermas, 1979; Habermas, 
1987). Participation in this public sphere is a communicative action, which “should be ‘fair’                                                                                                                                                                            
, representing the full range of relevant stakeholders and equalising power between 
participants, in addition to being ‘competent’(resulting in settled claims)” (Reed, 2008, p. 
2419). The agreements in the decision-making process are formulated by individuals but have 
an implication for society and it is therefore important to consider who ‘the public’ is and 
what participation means, in regards to protected area management.  

The public defined by the individual or the legislation 

Generally speaking, the term ‘public’ refers to all individuals that are and can be affected by a 
decision-making process (Calhoun, 2015). As this group is rather wide and its boundaries 
blurry, it brings up the question of who is or should actually be accounted in being the public, 
and who is not. One can frame the concept of the public in two distinct ways: a collection of 
individuals which organize themselves in various groups (e.g. activists, decision makers), or 
those individuals that have been defined as the public in a particular case by a third party (cf. 
Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005).  

Let us first look closer at the conception of the public as individuals who organize themselves 
without the intervention of an outside organization or definition. The group provides itself 
with the structure needed to sustain its presence (e.g. a group of friends form a gardening club 
to fight for a plot of public land for a gardening project). Such groups formulate their own 
rules of membership and recruit or exclude members depending on the agenda, structure, or 
objective of the groups’ motivation. But the existence of such a public can also be dependent 
on a third party, if requirements by law are imposed. In these cases, the ‘third party’ is usually 
a body or institution outside of the affected group. The third party can be government bodies 
that define who can be a stakeholder in a process (e.g. landowners in the decision to build a 
new road). But in some cases even the third party can be part of the public (e.g. a member of 
parliament voting on changes in laws can be at the same time part of the public, as she/he is 
affected by the decision-making). In general, the third party uses a specific methodology or 
definition in order to identify and describe who is part of the public and who is not part of the 
public. 

As for the public being defined by a third party, there has been much research and discussion 
about the proper methodology and definition of the public and its members. Schlossberg and 
Shuford (2005) mention three divisions of the public according to: those affected (individuals 
who are affected by the decision-making), those of importance (individuals who have a 
specific expertise or knowledge), or those of power (legal rights or influence invested or 
entrusted in the individual). Some of the argumentation of distinction between these divisions 
of public has to due with normative or pragmatic values for the participation process (Reed, 
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2008). The normative argument for participation would relate to the increasing recognition 
that it would be a democratic right for individuals who are affected by the decision-making 
process. Following this argumentation would leave open the question about the public and 
private, as an affect of a decision-making process can relate to individuals but also to a larger 
fraction of the public. Therefore it would be important to discuss how the private relates to the 
public and vice versa in order to clarify in which way the participation of an individual can 
help make decisions for the public. 

Private actors as an opposite to the public 

It is important to discuss also what ‘the public’ means in order to define who the public is not. 
Often the distinction is made between the public and the private, where the private is related 
to the individual. Quickly the private can become public when the interests of others are 
involved. Examples are questions concerning the larger interest of society (e.g. privacy rights 
at security checks in airports, or access rights to plots of land). Another distinction of the 
public can be with regards to citizenship or residency (also visitors – thus individuals without 
legal claim). In this distinction, it leaves the question of whether the voting right of a 
citizenship defines being part of the public or not. This is of special interest as new forms of 
understanding of citizenship emerge in the age of growing mobility of people (cf. Bianchi & 
Stephenson, 2013).  

Decisions made in relation to protected areas relate to all four spheres of influence: private, 
public, citizenship, residency/no legal claim. With regards to protected areas management, the 
public can be defined according to the two objectives of the national park: conservation and 
recreation. In the area of conservation, the public is a large group of stakeholders, as the 
conservation of an area is linked to the future generations of local, national, and global 
citizens. With regards to recreation, the group of stakeholders is divided. On one hand there 
are the local stakeholders (e.g. business owners, and outdoor enthusiasts), but also the 
national and international stakeholders (e.g. visitors, and business actors). The question 
remains whether the thought behind the establishment of a protected area excludes some or 
any of the previously mentioned stakeholder groups, as conservation issues might be the stake 
of conservation experts or the species selected for conservation, or for citizens of the nation 
designating the area.  

This leads to an interrelated and dynamic definition of stakeholders with regards to the public. 
Some of these individuals take over the representation of the stakes (or interests) of other 
individuals, groups, or entities that are unable to represent their stake (e.g. environmental 
Non-Governmental Organizations or officials of municipalities). This can be done either 
voluntarily or via election; either out of necessity to reduce the amount of participants because 
of financial and organizational constrains, due to lack of adequate representatives, or the 
limitation of participation from the governing body. The benefit of doing so is that, in most 
cases, the individual representing the public is a known person, invested with the trust of 
those who the person is representing due to their knowledge or support. The downside of this 
is that, in a democratic process, the person elected as representative is representing the 
majority of voters. Another aspect is that in this case, the accountability of the individual is of 
importance to the members of society and there is a responsibility not to misuse the power in 
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the process (cf. Hahn, 2011). Elected representatives are a tool in order to deal with ‘silent’ 
stakeholders, but it is difficult to differentiate in this election from the representation ‘in the 
name of’ (representation without connection to the individuals representing a larger group) 
versus ‘on behalf of’ (representative is embedded within the community that is being 
represented).  

The individual as the key to a meaningful public 

The definition of stakeholders would suggest focusing on bodies without individuality, but it 
can be argued that the individual should be placed at the centre of concern, as it represents the 
stake and therefore its personality and emotions are of importance, when considering dealing 
with the stake (cf. Schaller, 2010). Another aspect is that in the process of defining key 
stakeholders can have negative influences for the participation process (Reed, 2008), 
especially when grouping and ordering of stakeholders occur. This is of importance for two 
parts: it is a good tool to identify stakeholders that can influence due to their power and 
legitimacy the decision-making process, and help shaping the decision-making process due to 
being essential stakeholders. The downside of this is the fact that this process of ordering and 
grouping is not able to deal with salient or invisible stakeholders, as well as stakeholders that 
are marginal due to their definition according to the set group of attributes (Plummer & 
Fennell, 2009; Tam, 2006). Using definitions of ordering and grouping creates a hierarchical 
system in which only the stakeholders that tick all necessary boxes are considered essential 
for the decision-making process. This makes the public at the end a limited set of individuals 
and not the broad range of possible individuals. 

Stakeholders form also groups that are connected through a network. These networks of 
stakeholders are of interest for research in public policy and administration. Especially the 
connection the stakeholders have and which networks of co-dependency and support are 
formed is of interest (Pechlaner, Raich, Beritelli, Presenza, & Cipollina, 2010). Several 
sectors of public administration have looked into the strength of networks and its importance 
for successful public policies (e.g. health administration, social services, etc.) (Koliba, Meek, 
& Zia, 2011). Their research pointed out the strength a network approach can have in shaping 
successful policies through the engagement with all levels and forms of the public, and the 
encouragement of management with the public, rather than by experts. This is of particular 
interest when the participation of individuals is considered a key for successful public 
administration.  

Participation 

Participation is a ubiquitous tool that is employed in order to formulate more stable and better 
decisions (Creighton, 2005). But also to answer the call from the ones who are affected by the 
decision-making process, to become part of the process (Carpini, Cook, & Jacobs, 2004). 
Still, it appears that there is ongoing discussion about the reasons for participation, as it is 
either the democratic right for participation in conservation and public policy (cf. Mauerhofer, 
2016) or required due to increased complexity of management problems. Both are valid 
starting points to set up a participatory decision-making process. The right of participation is 
linked to the awareness and willingness of policy makers to include those affected by the 
decision-making into the process (cf. Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005). Enabling participation 
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can be, therefore, seen as a way to empower stakeholders and balance the decision-making 
power. The other part is regarding the need for participation. Especially when questions about 
sustainability emerge, a broader base of knowledge is needed, to make a better informed 
decision (cf. Torfing, 2005). In some cases, local knowledge, and non-expert knowledge is 
important as well, in order to access vital information that did not exist yet, or to tap into 
knowledge that has not been researched thoroughly enough to base a decision upon (Berkes, 
2010). In these cases, participation can help closing the knowledge gap, while enabling a long 
term ownership and support for the decisions being made. 

There are normative and pragmatic reasons for participation (Reed, 2008). From a normative 
perspective, participation is important as it increases the trust in the decision-making process, 
reduces marginalization of individual, and empowers stakeholders as well as increases the 
likelihood that decisions are perceived to be holistic and fair. On the pragmatic side, 
participation helps making research more robust as it incorporates a diverse base of 
knowledge, increases the likelihood that local needs and priorities are successfully met, help 
individuals to work together, get technologies and processes better adapted to local socio-
cultural and environmental conditions, and help the long-term support and implementation of 
decisions. Participation is therefore helpful, especially when enabled successfully.  

Participation can take different forms. It can be generally described as direct and indirect 
participation, dependent on the involvement of the stakeholder into the decision-making 
process (Arnstein, 1969; Reed, 2008; Tosun, 2000). Direct participation requires an active and 
intermediate participation of an individual in order to represent its interests and interact with 
other bodies and persons (e.g. participating in public meetings, sending inquiries and letters to 
decision-making bodies, or organizing public hearings, etc.). Indirect participation represents 
a different form of participation as the individual gives up its active participation by electing a 
representative who is going to be the spokespersons in the decision-making process.  

Another aspect of participation is also the way and point when participation is happening. The 
participation of interest groups can serve diverse purposes and intentions and this shapes at 
which phase and how participation is welcomed, enabled, or asked for. The effectiveness of 
participation depends strongly on this (Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005). One classical view on 
participation is Arnstein’s ladder of participation (1969) as it frames participation along 
power orientation, and trying to clarify the ambiguous utilization of the term participation. 
Her work lays out several different types of participation and nonparticipation, moving from 
nonparticipation over tokenism towards forms of citizen participation (Arnstein, 1969). 
Whereas others looked at participation more from the stage of involvement of the 
stakeholders(cf. Aggens, 1983; Wiedemann & Femers, 1993) and the power, participants have 
in the process (cf. Connor, 1988).  

With regards to protected areas policies, the participation of stakeholders can range between 
restoration, conservation, research, and decision-making activities. It is usually individuals 
and organizations that take part in a decision-making process. What makes people want to 
participate depends strongly on the stake one has in the activity or wants to gain through the 
activity process. But to which extent participation is enabled is affected by the principles on 
which the willingness for participation is based upon. 
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2.2.3 Towards ‘post participation’ 

The participation of the public in decision-making is not without criticism. The criticism is 
based on the same argument for the right or need of participation. The participation process 
builds upon the democratic decision-making process which is not per se based on the best 
knowledge, but the negotiation among the participants (Reed, 2008). This can lead to the 
adoption of an outcome that does not always favour what experts or the public would like to 
see. Secondly, the need for participation can also open up the possibility for participation 
without giving the participants much decision power. This can lead to future frustration and 
counter-actions to the decided outcome. An example for such criticism of participation is 
recent UN negotiations (cf. Böhling, 2011; Gulbrandsen, 2003; Death, 2011), in which 
participation has not been successful as these negotiations display a form of participation 
theatre.  

Participation has been ubiquitous for a long time in conservation policies, pragmatic claims 
for the benefit of public participation have rarely been tested of holding up their claims, and 
many managers of conservation and environmental projects have lost trust in participatory 
procedures, as many claims have not been realised (Reed, 2008). Some argue that the use of 
participation in development projects grew into a tyranny (cf. Cooke & Kothari, 2001). 
Growing out of this disillusionment is the belief that it is important to learn from the 
shortcomings of the paradigm of participation and develop a system which is able to move 
beyond these critiques. The goal was to develop a better responsive and sensible post-
participatory approach (Reed, 2008). The discussion on post-participation can be viewed as a 
form of liberalization from the burden of failed participation by reinstating a process that is 
guided by evidence and the emancipation of a discourse. In this sense post-participation is 
“shifting the focus from participation as legitimization to one of participation as 
emancipation” (Penderis, 2012, pp. 22-23). 

2.3 Tour guides 

Tour guides are an important group of individuals as they act in the intersection of interests of 
local and international stakeholders. In the case of guides working at protected areas, they 
represent a group of stakeholders combining economic and environmental interests. The guide 
her/himself is an individual who belongs to a larger group that can be defined by inside or 
outside rules as a stakeholder, which is a part of the public. Being actors in the tourism 
industry, the activities of tour guides within protected areas and their engagement with the 
tourists can introduce additional knowledge into the process of decision-making of the park 
management. On the other hand, they are also affected by the decision-making process of the 
park, as it will influence their working conditions. Yet, in an environment of defining 
stakeholders according to defined classifications, tour guides seem often not to be seen as key 
stakeholders, as they do not possess necessary aspects (section 2.2.1). 

I would like to turn towards the tour guides not placing them in the initiator nor affection role, 
and try to lay out why they are important in the tourism industry. First, I will indicate their 
role in a larger social context and then highlight their role in the tourism industry, as well as 
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their importance for the customer. This will be followed by a discussion of the engagement of 
the ‘self’ of the individual with inside and outside dimensions. 

2.3.1 The role and importance of guides 

The analysis of tour guides begins with the question of who tour guides are and what their 
importance is. Historically speaking, it can be said that tour guides have been around for as 
long as humans exist, and their guidance has been essential to ensure safe and informed 
journeys. With the development of tourism as an industry, guides became more important and 
their responsibilities multiplied and stretched over providing entertainment, information, and 
safety (cf. Ap & Wong, 2001; Cohen, 1985). Tour guides are an important factor in the 
tourism industry as they embody various roles and responsibilities, which open up complex 
and ever changing environment for them to work in. Following the argumentation of Abt 
(1989), it can be said that the individual is unconsciously related to four realms (oneself, 
community, spirit, and matter), which is also important when trying to understand and grasp 
the environment in which tour guides operate. The view of Jónasson (2005) which describes 
the self with regards to four realms: intrapersonal (the psyche), interpersonal (human 
environment), suprapersonal (non-human environment), and transpersonal (the sacred) 
dimensions (Figure 3). The self can be seen as defined by the relationship with all these 
realms. Applying this framework in this thesis, the four realms will relate to: the guides 
themselves (assessing the motivation and engagement of guides), the other tourists and the 
tourism industry (exploring the changes among visitors and other actors), the management of 
protected areas (describing the opinion about their role), and the perception of the natural 
environment (reflecting on the values attached by individuals). Analysing the situation of 
guides within these four realms can help capturing all aspects of life for the individual and is 
therefore the framework building up the following discussion.  

 
Figure 3: The 4-realms approach and the self (own; derived from Abt, 1989; Jónasson, 2005) 

Two main lines of tour guides have been described: pathfinders and mentors (Cohen, 1985). 
Pathfinders are guides providing access to an area, whereas mentors can be seen as giving 
interpretation and translation of information. These two types of guides can overlap 
dependent on the tour, but both lines always inherit the four functions: instrumental, social, 
interaction, and communicative (Cohen, 1985). The combination of the functions and lines of 
guides open the operational environment of guides. Guides are directly interacting in a 
challenging environment with the customers and provide information and safety during the 
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tour. Because of their direct contact with the tourist and the work they are doing they can be 
described as front line players (Ap & Wong, 2001). 

The work of the guide can be seen as transformative, converting the existing resource(s) of 
the site (e.g. stories, landscape, food, and services) into goods and experiences that are 
consumed by the customer. This transformation process promotes the work of a guide from 
the mere provision of services into a translation of the land and its stories. Because of this 
translation and interpretation, which is at the heart of the work of a guide, the tour becomes an 
experience (Ap & Wong, 2001). The performance of guides helps tourists to immerse 
themselves in an experience and by that it enriches the experience of the tourist (Hansen & 
Mossberg, 2016). How the guide performs and transforms the tour into an experience depends 
strongly on the guide’s skills, information at hand, and their personal background. The 
interpretation and translation can, depending on extent and differences in inherit skill set, 
differ between guides. But also outside factors like the interaction with the customer and the 
personality of the tourist can influence this. These differences can influence how individuals 
interact with other people from the group and with the natural environment (cf. Marten, 
2001). 

As the personal background of a guides shapes the experience of the tourists, so does the 
professional training and the experience of the guide with the land and its people. Migration 
and seasonality is a common occurrence within the tourism sector (Marcoullier & Green, 
2000; Seaton, 2010). Therefore, the difference in experience from other regions and countries, 
as well as the cultural awareness influences the way of guiding while they interact between 
the ‘own’ and the ‘other’ (cf. Jonasson & Scherle, 2012). In addition to this, it is worth 
mentioning that the perception of their own roles in the social system does not vary much 
among individuals of different cultures, especially when nature is at stake (cf. Schaller et al., 
2013). All these influences encompass the challenges guides face, which are coming from the 
interplay with nature and society (Rokenes, Schumann, & Rose, 2015). That is why it is 
important to understand the role of the guide itself and their interaction with other people, as 
well as their actions within the natural environment. 

Guides are therefore the connection between the three facets of tourism: the host community, 
the natural environment, and the customer – the tourist. Besides these factors, the work of a 
guide also has a temporal component, as they provide a service for a specific time (a few 
hours, a day, or longer), while they engage with these factors on a tour. Another temporal 
component is that they often visit areas over time and can become familiar with them (due to 
exposure or training). These known destinations can become charged with diverse emotions 
and information that are dependent on the experience of the guide and the diverse 
engagements with it. This diversity can provide a differentiation of stories and interactions for 
the tour, which can be needed in order to keep the guide motivated. In addition, guides share 
their own angle of a story dependent on the location (Bryon, 2012), which provides the 
possibility to have a diversity of stories and experiences dependent on the situation. This 
diversity, however, is important for the tourist and the guide, as alterations are sometimes 
necessary due to environmental (e.g. weather and accessibility) and human conditions (e.g. 
motivation of tourists and situation of tour guide).  
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The interaction between different actors in tourism also forms a network of interactions (cf. 
van der Zee & Vanneste, 2015) with the tourists on one side and the tourism industry as well 
as the host community on the other. Guides link between these two network areas (cf. 
Jonasson & Scherle, 2012) and become the node between the host network and the network of 
the visiting tourists. The role of the guide is therefore not only to be the mediator and 
translator, but also as a gatekeeper for the tourists to the land and its culture (Howard, Smith, 
& Twaithes, 2001). They also provide the interface between the host destination and the 
tourists (Ap & Wong, 2001). While being at the forefront of tourists, the guides are also 
safekeeping the tourists and the natural environment in the form of instructions and guidance 
for proper interaction. This intervention of behaviour and customs is one of the spheres in 
which tour guides operate (Cohen, 1985). When analysing the perception of nature, the role of 
the guide in this mediatory sphere is important in order to understand the visitor and the host 
destination (with its land and people), as well as to mediate between the two (cf. Pereira & 
Mykletun, 2012). This intervention is also important when it comes to the localization of 
tourism within the local (e.g. culture and natural environment) and global (e.g. foreign visitors 
and the image of Iceland) (Salazar, 2005). This aspect of intervention is of importance as it is 
linked to the background of the guide with regards to migration, culture, and their decisions 
affecting the environment (environmental habits). But also the expectation, motivation, and 
images tourists are exposed to are factors in this local and global nexus.  

2.3.2 The self in the environment 

The natural environment has an essential and recognized role in nature-base tourism, where 
both the interaction of humans with the natural environment and the motivation for travel 
takes place. In order to understand how people interact with the environment and how they try 
to make sense of the processes within their surroundings, it is important to define what is 
understood when talking about the environment. The environment can be understood in many 
ways (cf. Attfield, 2003 in Holden, 2008): a) the surroundings, b) the objective system of 
nature (e.g. mountains, rainforests, etc.), and c) perceived surroundings (e.g. provide a sense 
of belonging). These classifications highlight how the environment is more than just the 
physical location but that it also has an emotional, psychological, bodily, and cultural aspect.  

The sensory aspect would follow the argument that the natural environment is not a passive 
being, but rather emerges as the individual engages with it through physical means (Ingold, 
2011; Lund, 2013). Therefore, how individuals engage with the environment also shapes their 
perception of it. Because of this physical engagement, the natural environment can be seen as 
an experience coming to life within the individual and as the fabric of our society (cf. Ingold, 
2011). The embodiment of the environment surfaces out of the experience of natural 
phenomena (e.g. precipitation, wind, temperature, materials, food) and the activity of 
dwelling. The engagement with nature can provoke sensory reactions, can be felt as 
something original, or just be lived in the mind of the person (cf. Huijbens & Benediktsson, 
2013). In this connection, the body becomes a part of its environment and the mind tries to 
cope with the blurred division of the self and the environment.  

Another aspect that has been mentioned is the migratory factor in tourism. Guides are not 
always native to the host community that they are working in. Migration between and within 
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countries can have an influence on how and to what extent changes within the natural 
environment are recognized, as well as their positive or negative implications for the 
perception of nature. Factors which can influence these perceptions relate to temporality 
(duration of exposure to changes), economy (means of income, ownership of land), and 
personal history (sense of belonging created by memories of place and stories related to it). 
These factors can vary among individuals and together can build a culture of guides. This 
culture brings up values that are transported amongst members of the community and 
embedded within the individual. But the culture of the group is in constant flux, as it is 
dependent on the composition of the members of the group, the shared interactions amongst 
individuals, their difference in perception of nature, and the individuals they are interacting 
with. In the tourism business, guiding is an important occupation and addresses diverse 
questions about: sense of place, safety, migration, as well as the translation of land and culture 
(cf. Zillinger, Jonasson, & Adolfsson, 2012). All of this together makes guides an important 
subject for understanding the dynamics of the interaction between humans and nature and 
with each other.  

Still, as the surrounding is a reflection of the information picked up by sensory means and 
represents an interpretation by the mind, it can be argued whether a real environment actually 
exists (cf. Holden, 2008). The experience of nature and their perception becomes embodied 
and created in the mind of the individual, dependent on the personal make-up of the visitor. 
This make-up can be understood as filters with which the encounter is categorized. These 
filters are the encapsulated experiences, exposures, memories, and values which run through 
society and are inherited by the individual. Especially the cultural and historical background 
of the individual is of importance as it shapes the interpretation and interaction with the 
human and non-human environment (cf. Abt, 1989). In addition to these individual influences, 
the interaction among members of society form networks that can also influence their own 
perception of themselves and their surroundings (cf. Marten, 2001). This complex and 
dynamic environment of perceptions and the reasons for it makes tour guides interesting for 
this study because of their personal exposure to the forces of nature as well as connecting with 
the landscape and the people around them. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The development of protected area management has undergone significant changes away 
from a ‘management for the people’ towards a ‘management by the people’ approach. 
Management appears to have moved away from an expert-driven and centralized decision-
making process toward the inclusion of, and the recognition of the need to include, a diverse 
set of stakeholders into the decision-making process (cf. Berkes, 2007, 2010; Torfing, 2005). 
This development highlights the acknowledgement of the democratic right for participation, 
but also brings up new questions about stakeholders, participation, and the public (cf. 
Arnstein, 1969; Bosselmann et al., 2008; Creighton, 2005; Reed, 2008). This will need 
clarification if participation will become more than an obligatory addition to protected area 
policy and for it to arrive in management practices.  
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Guides work in an exposed position between the visitor and the local environment. They are 
engaging with the visitor and locals, but also help let the visitors experience the surroundings. 
By guiding the visitor in their experience of the natural environment, the tour within nature 
becomes ‘real’ for the tourists through their bodily experience and enriched with stories and 
emotions. Because of this role, tour guides can be important mediators of the experience and 
engagement of tourists within nature. Their diverse knowledge of the area makes them 
important participants in the decision-making process at protected areas. Another important 
aspect is that guides themselves can be seen as the link between the public and the private 
(Figure 4). They represent a group of individuals that on one hand are not defined as key 
stakeholders (informal), but that can on the other hand be seen as a representation of 
stakeholders who care for the natural environment and tourism (formal).  

 

Figure 4: Guides as the birding link between the different driving forces defining stakeholders (own) 

It becomes important to target the socio-cultural costs of nature-based tourism as well as the 
negative environmental effects of tourism consumption. Compassion within stakeholders can 
help in formulating sustainable tourism, even though it has been neglected in tourism research 
(Weaver & Jin, 2016). Tour guides can be one of the keys to unlocking the potential to bring 
important knowledge into protected area management through the appeal of compassion for 
the natural environment and the people in the tourism environment.  

Private 

Public 

Formal Informal Guide 
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3 Tourism in national parks in Iceland 

3.1 Development of tourism 

The dependency on favourable weather for fishing and farming determined the chances for 
survival of most Icelanders until the independency of Iceland during World War II. The 
natural environment of Iceland is most prominently defined by the harsh subarctic 
environment, volcanoes, and the absence of high growing vegetation. But besides these 
environmental factors, Iceland has many natural resources, such as extensive fishing grounds, 
geothermal energy, and it rough natural environment. The first settlers in Iceland perceived 
the natural environment much differently from modern Icelanders (Árnason, 2005). Over 
time, the people in Iceland experienced many changes in the biota, some of which had natural 
causes (e.g. volcanic eruptions and changes in average temperature), but some were human 
induced (e.g. winter grazing and draining of wetlands) (cf. Arnalds & Barkarson, 2003; 
Lebon, 2009; Ólafsdóttir & Júlíusson, 2000). In the past, Iceland was always a curious place, 
especially from the foreign gaze. The landscape, geological features, and the people appeared 
as rough and inhospitable. Over time this image changed and the representation of Iceland, its 
nature and people became idealized and romanticised (Willhardt, 2000). It is arguable if this 
admiration of nature was a general trend within the last century, when nature was seen to have 
been lost and its pureness ruined in the western nations. Still, the admiration of Icelandic 
nature is nowadays very evident amongst foreigners (Ólafsdóttir & Runnström, 2009; 
Sæþórsdóttir, 2010). The admiration of nature’s beauty and uniqueness is shared by 
Icelanders, but it is interesting that Icelanders see the intrinsic value of nature differently (cf. 
Schaller, 2010). 

 

Figure 5: A group of German visitors at Þingvellir (part of the famous Golden Circle), 1925 (see 
Illugadóttir, 2012) 

The economic development of Iceland took off in the early 20th century, especially from the  
time of Iceland declaring independency in 1944 and after World War II, as the phase of 
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industrial development began (Eyjolfsdóttir & Smith, 1996). Until the 1970s, Iceland was 
mainly economically dependent on its income from fishing. Even with the building of a large 
aluminium smelter south of Reykjavík in 1969, economic development rests mainly on the 
utilization of natural resources. This was due to the fact that the aluminium industry needed 
large amounts of electricity for its operation. This energy was supplied by Iceland’s 
geothermal and hydroelectric power plants. This dependency continues today, even though 
the banking sector grew steadily until the economic crash of 2008 (Jóhannesson, 2015; 
Jónsson & Hannibalsson, 2012). Some of the positive economic developments after the 
economic crash is due to the focus on the fishery industry, although many communities are 
heavily dependent on the fishing quota which can threaten future livelihood in these 
communities as the quotas are freely transferable (cf. Benediktsson & Karlsdóttir, 2011). Now 
tourism has established itself as one of the major economic sectors in Iceland.  

  

Figure 6: Early forms of transportation in Iceland were on horse or with cars on barely existing roads 
(here Þingvellir), 1934 (see Guðmundsson & Illugadóttir, 2012) 

Even though tourism is an industry that belongs to the service sector, its development is 
heavily linked to the state of the natural environment, as most of the foreign visitors who 
come to Iceland mention nature as the main reason for their visit (Icelandic Tourism Board, 
2015b; Sæþórsdóttir, 2010). The natural environment of Iceland is used as the driving force 
for tourism nowadays, and also in the past. The first regular connection to Iceland via 
steamboat was established in the beginning 20th century and the German company, Lloyds, 
offered a tour around the polar region with a 2 day stop in Iceland from 1905. Especially from 
WW2 onwards the accessibility of destinations in Iceland became better, as the first 
motorized transportation (car and plane) became available. Until that time, most of the travel 
was done via horse (see Figure 5 and Figure 6) (Willhardt, 2000). Many visitors have seen the 
landscapes of Iceland in advertisements, film, or TV shows and seek such landscape for their 
next travel destination (Gudlaugsson & Magnusson, 2009). Arctic and subarctic regions have 
gained a lot of attention in tourism in the recent decades (Hall & Saarinen, 2010; Müller, 
2013), maybe because of their value as being wild and untouched. But how we understand 
this is up to individual interpretation and representation (Huijbens & Benediktsson, 2013; 
Saarinen, 2015).  
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Figure 7: Foreign visitors (partly in foreign traditional dresses) waiting for the geyser Strokkur (part 
of the Golden Circle) to erupt, September 2012 (photograph: Harald Schaller) 

One natural phenomenon that brought Iceland onto the radar of many foreign visitors was the 
eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in 2010. This eruption caused major disturbance in worldwide air 
travels at that time. Over the last decades, but most prominently since the eruption in 2010, 
the number of foreign citizens travelling to Iceland increased substantially (see Figure 8). The 
number of foreign visitors more than tripled from the year 2005 to 2015, resulting in 1.26 
million visitors through Keflavík airport alone in 2015, and including other ports of entrance, 
close to 1.3 million visitors (Icelandic Tourism Board, 2016). This development was beyond 
previous expectation (cf. Landsbankinn, 2015) Parallel to this increase, the share of goods and 
services consumed in tourism has increased significantly over the last years. This 
development made the tourism sector one of the large three largest sectors of industry, 
accounting for 27,9% of all exports of goods and services (Icelandic Tourism Board, 2015b). 
However these numbers are not without criticism (Frenţ, 2014, 2016). The number of foreign 
citizens travelling to Iceland captures the total number of visitors through any port of entry, 
but also includes visitors that are long term residents in Iceland. In addition, the statistics of 
the tourism industry are not adequately differentiated enough to account for tourism 
consumption in Iceland and the tourism consumption generated abroad. All of this suggests 
that we must use the representation of tourism statistics with caution. 
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Figure 8: Development of number of foreign visitors to Iceland (airport and seaport) over time – years 
highlighted for better comparison: 1995, 2005, and 2015 (Icelandic Tourism Board, 2014, 2015a, 
2015c, 2016) 

What is interesting is the fact that Iceland became even more popular as a tourist destination 
in the past decades, and specifically the role of nature and natural phenomena in this 
development (Hall, Müller, & Saarinen, 2009). In Iceland, the experience of nature is the 
most attracting factor for visitors and its varying degrees of wilderness (Huijbens & 
Benediktsson, 2013; Icelandic Tourism Board, 2015b; Ólafsdóttir, 2007). Images about nature 
are used to shape the image of Iceland as a tourist destination, but it is difficult to assess 
which one is the most defining factor for the products in Icelandic tourism: the desire of the 
consumer (tourist) or the marketing strategy of the supplier (tourism industry). However, the 
relationship appears circular as images generated by tourism marketing (such as the campaign 
“Inspired by Iceland”) and images shared by visitors perpetuate this desire to come and the 
types of tours being offered (Huijbens & Benediktsson, 2013). These images and 
imaginations of Iceland can influence the different forms of interactions with nature, as well 
as the bodily experience of natural forces. This can be dangerous for visitors and damaging to 
the environment (as in the case of access to geothermal features; see Figure 9). But the first 
voices of warning about the future development and loss of attractiveness of Iceland become 
noticeable. Major newspapers, such as the New York Times, already use a negative voice 
when talking about tourism in Iceland (cf. Pergament, 2014). This is a sign that the increase in 
numbers of tourists is also a threat to the future of the industry, as the degradation of the 
tourist destinations threatens the ‘uniqueness factor’ and attractiveness of Iceland.  
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Figure 9: A group of visitors testing the heat of the fumaroles at Námafjall, May 2015 (photograph: 
Harald Schaller) 

The increased influx of foreign visitors has influenced the way local communities view nature 
conservation. The state of the natural environment gained importance for local communities 
as they saw the opportunity to attract more visitors to otherwise less visited areas. That being 
said, the natural environment is not considered important for local communities because of its 
conservation value, but mainly because of its exchange value for tourism. This is a factor that 
was reflected in the early stages of the establishment of Vatnajökull National Park, where 
economic interests were expressed through the desire to establish a national park and accept 
conservation regulations (cf. Benediktsson & Þorvardardóttir, 2005).  

Many visitors travel to places which represent the image of ‘natural’ and ‘wild’ environments. 
Places of interest are often sites within national parks. Vatnajökull National Park is one of 
these areas where many unique landscapes are found and it presents a combination of 
interesting features that make it a desired destination for visitors. The southern area of that 
national park is of specific interest to many visitors, especially Skaftafell as it registers the 
registers the majority of visitors (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Number of visitors (in thousands) to the different areas of the Vatnajökull National Park 
over the years 2005 to 2015 (Vatnajökull National Park, 2016c) 

3.2 The current socio-economic environment of 
tourism 

The increase in numbers of foreign visitors to Iceland is a positive development as it 
developed into one of the main three pillars of Icelandic economy (Icelandic Tourism Board, 
2015b; Jóhannesson & Huijbens, 2010; Jóhannesson et al., 2010). The development of 
tourism has been seen as a way to halt rural exodus within many areas in Iceland (cf. 
Benediktsson & Þorvardardóttir, 2005). National parks can, due to their importance for 
tourism, help to stimulate positive economic effects (Woltering, 2012). However, given the 
negative effects of seasonality and migratory effects of people moving for limited time 
between places in Iceland or from abroad to work in tourism over the summer months (cf. 
Marcoullier & Green, 2000; Seaton, 2010), it should not be viewed as the silver bullet to fix 
the problems. Tourism in areas worth protecting has to consider many factors in order to be 
successful (cf. Müller, 2013). 

Besides the economic effects of tourism, environmental aspects also come into play. Recent 
research on natural sites in Iceland shows that tourist destinations are already under stress due 
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to increased use (Ólafsdóttir & Runnström, 2013; Schaller, 2014a). The quality and extent of 
the wilderness in Iceland is also a point of concern. Infrastructure can influence the amount 
and quality of wilderness and the experience of wilderness visitors. Over the last decades, 
Icelandic wilderness has seen a dramatic decrease in its extent (Ólafsdóttir & Runnström, 
2011; Taylor, 2011b). This reduction is due to an increased development of infrastructure 
within otherwise unaffected areas. Only part of this can be accounted for by increased 
tourism. One of the factors that can be attributed to tourism is the fact that some areas facing a 
massive increase in visitors sorely require changes and improvements in tourism 
infrastructure. The changes in infrastructure in return can negatively influence the experience 
of visitors seeking tourist destinations with a wild and untouched character (Cságoly, 2016; 
Kuuliala, 2012). 

The changes tourism has on nature, have also an effect on the economy and social 
environment. A resent study tried to estimate the economic impact of tourism in the north east 
of Iceland and even though there have been positive trends and impacts, the study also shows 
how difficult it is to give a holistic picture of tourism development on a regional level 
(Rögnvaldsdóttir, 2016). Even if more base research is needed, the development of tourism in 
Iceland indicates that it has not let everyone benefit from this equally. The industry is 
characterised by a growing inequality between companies benefitting from it. Disparity exists 
between a few large companies dominating the sectors and many small enterprises that do not 
benefit equally (Jóhannesson & Huijbens, 2010), and the growth of numbers of visitors does 
not seem to be matched by the reported increase in turn-over (Morgunblaðið, 2016). In 
addition to the economic development, recent news articles have started talking about the 
growth of tourism as being too rapid and this development has a negative effect on the 
industry as well as society (Árnadóttir, 2014; Fontaine, 2014). The impact of private rental, on 
the housing market is of growing concern in Iceland (Benjamin & Magnússon, 2014; 
Fontaine, 2015a), but it is a reflection of a trend observed recently in booming tourism areas 
(Guttentag, 2015). 

Another concern emerging out of the development of tourism is the need for additional 
workers in the tourism industry. The situation of workers is already of concern, as many are 
working in unfair conditions (Fontaine, 2014; Sighvatsdóttir, 2015) and many vacant 
positions will also demand foreign workers (Fontaine, 2015b). This has not only already 
caused a discussion about the status of workers in the tourism industry, as the employment in 
tourism is often seen as not requiring professional training. But also it highlights the social 
imbalance that tourism can cause among different educational and income levels. Even 
though tourism is seen by the majority of Icelanders as having a positive impact, research also 
shows that tourism development is mainly welcomed by higher income classes (Huijbens & 
Bjarnadóttir, 2015; Market Media Research, 2015). This, again, highlights how the 
development of tourism impacts society and especially how it affects social classes 
differently. The current development leaves open the question of to what extent this positive 
attitude will shift towards a negative attitude if tourism continues to grow and develop (cf. 
Jordan, 2014; Jordan, Vogt, & DeShon, 2015). There have been the first signs in Iceland that 
tourism is starting to be seen negatively, especially with regards to souvenir stores in 
Reykjavík (Rees, 2016). 
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Lastly, the concern in this phase of sharp and sustained increase in the number of visitors is 
also the visitor him/herself. Because of the greater influx, there have been more accidents 
reported, some of which could have been avoided if warnings would have been given to the 
visitors (Fontaine, 2016c). It is not only the number of visitors or the information given to the 
visitors that is of importance, but also the type of visitors. Are common question is who are 
these visitors and what do they seek? A common measurement for the type of service in 
nature-based tourism is the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum or ROS, which classifies 
visitors according to their desired level of services, from ‘purists’ towards service-oriented 
tourists (cf. Clark & Stankey, 1979; Stankey, 1999). Iceland has usually attracted visitors that 
seek nature and the level of service needed is rather on the purist side. However, there are 
some interesting observations being made in Iceland, as there is currently more discussion 
about developing services for tourism towards e.g. affluent visitors and incentive company 
trips (Boston Consulting Group, 2013). Improved infrastructure and accessibility are factors 
that influence the attractiveness for purists negatively even though it increases the possibility 
for more people visiting remote places (Figure 11). Then again, the increase in numbers of 
visitors, their needs, and the changes in infrastructure would suggest looking into the needs 
and effects of diversifying the market segments. It appears there has not been reoccurring 
research about visitors and their market segmentation, even though the Icelandic Tourism 
Board publishes general demographic data about visitors in their annual report (cf. Icelandic 
Tourism Board, 2015b). However, recent research about the perception of tourists and their 
experience in nature show that the trend is towards the more service-oriented visitor (Cságoly, 
2016; Sæþórsdóttir, 2013). This research reflects early signs of the development of Iceland as 
a destination for mass tourism.  

 

Figure 11: A group of visitors walking on the ice and exploring the glacier Skaftafellsjökull at 
Vatnajökull National Park, early May 2014 (photograph: Harald Schaller) 

Mass tourism is a development that policy makers have not yet anticipated, even though there 
have been signs and voices pointing towards it (Arion Banki, 2015; Landsbankinn, 2015). In 
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the second half of 2015, the government of Iceland formed a Tourism Task Force which is 
supposed to lay the foundation for the development of public policy which aims to improve 
the tourism industry (Icelandmonitor, 2015). The first result of this initiative is a ‘road map 
for tourism’ that is intended to map opportunities for the future and create the basis for future 
policy development (Ministry of Industries and Innovation, 2015). It is one of the first, if not 
the first collaboration amongst different ministries in order to shape tourism policies. This is a 
positive development as it highlights the acknowledgement from the government that tourism 
needs a policy framework to cope with the future development in the industry. Currently, this 
task force only incorporates representatives from different ministries and one representative 
from a tourism NGO. But as tourist safety becomes an issue of debate in the parliament 
(Fontaine, 2016b), tour guides emerge as important stakeholders in this discussion, as they 
can provide insights and guidance in future development (Fontaine, 2016a). 

3.3 The national park system in Iceland 

The history of protected areas in Iceland dates back to the establishment of the Thingvellir 
(Icelandic: Þingvellir) protected area in 1928. This was the first time when a larger area was 
protected for its historical and cultural importance. Later on the national park was also 
recognized for its environmental value. In 1930, the area was changed into the Thingvellir 
National Park, which marks the beginning of national parks in Iceland. The establishment of 
the first national park was shaped by the view to create an area which was intended to become 
“a protected national shrine of all Icelanders” (Thingvellir National Park, 2016) and a 
“Symbol of the Icelandic Consciousness” (Umhverfisstofnun, 2016b). Since the establishment 
of the first national park, several national parks have been added to the list: the Skaftafell 
National Park in 1967 (to the south of Vatnajökull glacier), Jökulsárgljúfur National Park in 
1973 (to the north of Vatnajökull glacier) and the Snæfellsjökull National Park in 2001 
(Umhverfisstofnun, 2016b). In the year 2008, the Vatnajökull National Park was established, 
incorporating the area of Skaftafell National Park and Jökulsárgljúfur National Park into the 
new park. The main feature of the Vatnajökull National Park is the ice cap of the Vatnajökull 
glacier. Currently, the Vatnajökull National Park extents over an area of about 13.952 km2 or 
about 14% of the landmass of Iceland, making it the largest park in Iceland and one of the 
largest in Europe (Vatnajökull National Park, 2016a). Most of Vatnajökull National Park is 
managed according to IUCN regulations category II1, however other levels of protection 
apply to specific areas of the national park (Vatnajökull National Park, 2016d). However, 
there are several other areas with different levels of protection in Iceland, increasing the area 
of protected land and sea (Figure 12). 

                                            
1 The IUCN defines a protected area as a clearly defined geographical space, recognised, dedicated and 
managed, through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated 
ecosystem services and cultural values (Dudley, 2008). The Vatnajökull National Park is managed in accordance 
with the PA category II of the IUCN a protected area managed mainly for ecosystem protection and recreation. 
Thus, the management of the national park is (partly) controlling the level of (commercial) activities that are 
allowed within the protected area. 
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Figure 12: Protected areas of Iceland (Umhverfisstofnun, 2015) 

Interestingly, the three national parks are under the rule of three individual government 
bodies. Vatnajökull National Park, as the largest national park, is managed by its own board 
of directors under the Ministry for the Environment (Alþingi, 2007; Vatnajökull National 
Park, 2009). On the other hand, Snæfellsjökull National Park lies under the jurisdiction of the 
Environment Agency of Iceland (Umhverfisstofnun, 2016a) and Thingvellir National Park is 
managed by the Thingvellir Committee, which belongs to the agencies under the Prime 
Minister of Iceland (Government of Iceland, 2009). Previously, the management of most 
Icelandic national parks were shaped by a centralized management approach in which experts 
from the government in Reykjavík made all of the management decisions. This approach was 
prominent in Skaftafell and Jökulsárgljúfur National Parks, until they merged in the 
Vatnajökull National Park. With the emergence of the Vatnajökull National Park, the Ministry 
for the Environment wanted to shape the management process according to the wishes of the 
local stakeholders. The reason for this is not clear, however, it is a sign of the current shift 
towards a participatory management approach (Dearden et al., 2005; Dudley, 2008; Phillips, 
2003). 

Although Vatnajökull National Park was planned as a single coherent national park, its size 
and spatial attributes makes it easier to manage through different areas, as described in the 
Act on Vatnajökull National Park (Alþingi, 2007). The national park has been divided into 
four operating areas each of which is assigned a so called ‘regional committee’ (or area 
council). The four regions of the national park are managed as independent operating units 
under the responsibility of the national park manager, one in each area, who work with their 
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regional committee (Alþingi, 2007). The borders of the regional committee follow the 
municipality borders of each region (Vatnajökull National Park, 2016b).  

 

Figure 13: Borders of area councils within Vatnajökull National Park according to borders of 
municipality (own) 

The management structure of the national park, therefore, reflects this regional component 
and shows a new approach which allows the management of the national park to rest on a 
broader base of stakeholders (see Figure 14). The organogram shows the structure of the the 
national park, with the board as the highest governing body. It consists of seven members 
who are “the chairmen of all area councils of the national park, one representative appointed 
by environmental organizations and two representatives delegated by the minister without 
appointment, i.e. the chairman and the vice-chairman” (Alþingi, 2007, article 4). The four 
area councils shall “be operated as independent operating units at the responsibility of the 
national-park wardens” (Alþingi, 2007, article 7). “Each operating area shall have an area 
council appointed by the minister for the environment for a four-year term”, whereas the area 
council consists of “three representatives appointed by the municipal councils of the 
municipalities at the relevant operating area” (Alþingi, 2007, article 7). The regulations 
specify also that the chairman and vice chairman of the area councils to be elected from 
municipal council members by the area councils themselves.  
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Figure 14: Organogram of the Vatnajökull National Park Management (own) 

The establishment of the Vatnajökull National Park and its management structure marks a 
new approach to the decision-making process at national parks in Iceland. It is an attempt to 
have a broader base of stakeholders involved in the decision-making process and follows 
general management suggestions (cf. Phillips, 2003). Even though the management is now in 
the hand of local stakeholders and specialists appointed by the central government, it leaves 
the question of whether all relevant stakeholders are involved or have the chance to 
participate in the decision-making process. Examples from abroad (e.g. the Daisetsuzan 
National Park in Japan – see Schaller, 2010, or the Timanfaya National Park in Spain – see 
Ministerio de Medio Ambiente, 2011) show how other national parks include various groups 
in the decision-making process. In Iceland, the Vatnajökull National Park management 
process is now shaped with the participation of stakeholders in mind. However, the decision-
making power still rests mainly in the hands of official representatives, either municipality 
representatives or representatives from the ministry. Even though NGOs Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs) are included in this process, it leaves the question of if, and to what 
extent is it necessary that, stakeholders are missing in this decision-making process. The 
issues of national park management are complex and inherit a dynamic that requires a broad 
base of knowledge (Pert, Lieske, & Hill, 2013; Reed, 2008; Torfing, 2005). Because of this, it 
can be argued that it would be beneficial for the Vatnajökull National Park to seek out a 
broader range of stakeholders to be involved in order to add their knowledge into the 
decision-making.  

3.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has identified the major characteristics of the development of tourism and 
protected areas in Iceland. It highlighted how tourism became one of the major industries in 
Iceland, and how the current increase in visitors seems to be marking a new chapter for the 
future of tourism in Iceland. Over the course of the last century, conservation efforts made 
great progress in Iceland with the establishment of several protected areas, covering a 
significant area of land. Conservation projects seem to give room for the protection of natural 
and cultural sites, but this development is not without challenges. Current increase in demand 
for renewable energy in Iceland by heavy industries (e.g. aluminium smelters) threatens the 
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image of Iceland as being a place of wild and unspoiled nature (cf. Sæþórsdóttir, 2010). The 
image of free, wild, and unspoiled nature is one of the cornerstones in tourism marketing 
(besides other industries, like renewable energy production) to attract and stimulate future 
demand (cf. Gunnarsdóttir, 2011; Karlsdóttir, 2013; Ólafsdóttir, 2007).  

Tourism is seen as one viable option to stimulate economic development of areas that are 
currently struggling with outmigration. However, stimulating a sustainable growth in tourism 
in these areas is dependent on points of interests, the services offered, and the accessibility of 
these areas (cf. Sæþórsdóttir, 2011). Currently the main part of tourism in Iceland is focusing 
on the capital area and the areas towards Vík in the south and the Glacier Lagoon 
(Jökulsárlón, east of Skaftafell), and around the so called Golden Circle (Þingvellir, Geysir, 
and Gullfoss). Other areas, like the Westfjords, the East, and the remote north-eastern parts of 
Iceland are less frequently visited – especially in the wintertime (cf. Icelandic Tourism Board, 
2015b; Íslandsbanki, 2016). The areas with high visitation already show signs of degradation 
because of trampling and lack of sufficient infrastructure. Another aspect is that crowding 
appears in these areas which can lead to a less satisfying experience for the visitors 
(Ólafsdóttir & Runnström, 2011, 2013; Sæþórsdóttir, 2011).  

Vatnajökull National Park is an interesting conservation project, as it is the first large scale 
conservation project in Iceland that has been intently designed with a participatory 
management approach in mind. However, the decision-making process of the national park is 
mainly in the hands of stakeholders that are either formally designated as stakeholders (cf. 
Alþingi, 2007) or rest on the definition of a system that builds upon hierarchies of 
stakeholders (cf. Mitchell et al., 1997). In the spirit of a decision-making process that a) 
combines diverse bases of knowledge; b) has increased support by those affected by it; and c) 
incorporates specialist knowledge in order to formulate the best possible answers to questions 
of conservation efforts and sustainable resource use, it would be important to bring a more 
diverse group of stakeholders in. The existing management structure does not need to be 
thrown overboard, but additions are needed to help answer the challenges of protected area 
management under the premise of increasingly complex environmental and economic changes 
(e.g. climate change, tourism consumption, rural development, civil engagement) (cf. Berkes, 
2007; McCool et al., 2013).  
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4 Material and Methods 
The purpose of this research was to explore the ways in which guides can contribute to more 
effective and participatory management of the natural environment within Vatnajökull 
National Park. In order to address the research questions a mixed methods approach was used, 
building upon face-to-face interviews with tour guides, working in Iceland. Qualitative 
interviews have been used in order to investigate the opinions of guides about the themes of 
how they see themselves, the tourists and tourism industry, their perception of nature, and 
how they see protected area management (Marshall & Rossman, 2014; Rokenes et al., 2015; 
Tuffin & Howard, 2001). The guiding principle for this research was to meet tour guides and 
listen to their stories about tourism and the development of the industry as well as the changes 
in the natural environment. In addition to interviews, maps were used to interact with the 
participants and grasp how they remember the area.  

In addition to the data collected through the interviews, I will use several historic pictures 
from online sources and my own pictures which I collected over the course of several years in 
the field. The intention behind using these images is to help supporting the discussion of the 
interviewees and highlight the development of tourism in Iceland over time. Another intention 
is to show the creation of the self (in most cases myself as the viewer of the scenery and the 
tourist as the object) within the natural environment. The pictures are either taken with my 
own camera (Lumix FX8 and Lumix LX5), or with my cell phone. The pictures on my cell 
phone have been formatted for online purposes via Instagram (www.instagram.com).  

4.1 Tour guides 

4.1.1 Sample criteria of guides 

The pool of guides, working in Iceland, can be divided into three categories: a) certified 
guides resident in Iceland, b) uncertified guides resident in Iceland, and c) foreign guides 
coming with tour groups from abroad. In this study, the source for potential participants relies 
on the first two categories. This has to do with the fact that the gaining access to candidates is 
possible through the employing tourists companies and the established social networks among 
guides. Official permits and the registration of tour operators and tour agencies is done 
through the Icelandic Tourism Board. The Icelandic Tourist Guide Association holds records 
of more than 900 certified guides, who are registered as members of the association. 
Together, these two organizations were the main sources for recruiting participants.  

Skaftafell has been chosen as the focus of this research because of its importance as a tourism 
destination at the Vatnajökull National Park. It represents an easily accessible area that 
attracts many tourists and provides a range of different recreation activities (see chapter 3.1 
and Figure 10). The inquiry made to the possible participants asked for their experience in the 
area in general and their experience in hiking trails in particular. As a result of a diverse set 
and several rounds of inquiries, the total group of potential participants included 13 
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individuals. In total 10 out of these 13 possible participants came forward and were willing to 
meet for an interview. These 10 guides were interviewed during March and April 2015. All 
participants gave their consent for complete access to their contribution (for consent form, see 
Appendix on page 90 ff.). All participants were asked if they agreed to be identified or if they 
would prefer to remain anonymous. Several participants allowed themselves to be identified, 
but this would have caused difficulties in representation, which resulted in all participants 
remaining anonymous in this study in order to protect everybody’s privacy.  

4.1.2 The participants of the study 

Out of the 10 participants only 9 worked in the area of Skaftafell and had experience in the 
hiking trails of the area. However, this following table will give an overview of all 10 initial 
candidates to give full record of their participation (Table 1). For the following chapter, only 
the 9 interviewees will be presented in detail. 

Table 1: Characteristics about participants (all except participant 09 worked in Skaftafell) 

Participant Age Gender Nationality Residency 
Work Experience 

in Years 
Main Profession 

01 30 M German Iceland 3 student 
02 73 M French / Icelandic Iceland 25 teacher 
03 28 M Polish Iceland 3 glacier guide 
04 30 W German Iceland 5 guide 
05 28 W Icelandic Iceland 4 guide 
06 46 W Icelandic Iceland 15 teacher 
07 29 M Malaysian various 3 mountain guide 
08 39 W Polish / Icelandic Iceland 3 office clerk 
09 -- M Icelandic Iceland 16 guide 
10 33 M German Iceland 4 guide 

 

In terms of gender diversity, there have been 5 male compared with 4 female participants. 
With regards to their cultural background, it can be said that the group was very 
heterogeneous, as 5 participants come from countries other than Iceland. Two participants 
even had a dual citizenship from Iceland and abroad. All but one mentioned Iceland as their 
country of residency, whereas one participant even has a residency in various countries. This 
is of interest as the reason for migration as well as working as a guide is linked to migration 
and the cultural background. However, it has to be mentioned that migration and its effects 
was not directly discussed during the interview, although, it was a noticeable issue reading 
between the lines. 

Most of the participants were around the age of 30, which highlights that guiding in nature is 
a profession for younger, experienced, and active individuals. This group has a 3 to 5 years of 
experience in guiding in Skaftafell. However, there are two who are even more experienced, 
as they are over 45 years old and have been guiding for 15 or 25 years. These two individuals 
are of particular interest as their work experience reached back to the mid 1970s and the late 
1980s. Most of the others have been working as a guide from just around the time of 2010, 
when Eyjafjallajökull erupted. Coincidentally this was also the time from which a rapid 
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increase in the number of visitors was recorded. Interestingly, guiding is not the main 
profession for all of the participants. Especially noteworthy is the fact that three mentioned 
the educational sector (either as teacher or student) as their main profession. 

4.2 Form and process of interviews 

4.2.1 Structure of the interview questions 

The interviews were semi-structured in order to provide room for additional information that 
could come up during the interviews. The open structure provided a wider heterogeneity of 
answers and was chosen for this research in order to give more insight into the variety of 
perceptions by the participants. To follow the aims of this project and to relate to the different 
aspects of tourism development, the interview for this study was divided into two parts. The 
first part of the interview was built upon a set of 13 pre-defined questions about different 
aspects of tourism at Skaftafell (Figure 15; a complete set of questions can be found in the 
Appendix on page 92 ff., where only page 1 and 2 were used for the interviewee, page 3 was 
for guidance during the interview). The intention of the questions was to examine the opinion 
of guides with regards to their personal motives about themselves, the development of the 
tourists and the industry, the changes within the natural environment, and the management of 
protected areas. By having these four aspects of tourism the interview can touch upon the 
relevant aspects of the lives of guides while gathering data in order to answer the research 
questions. The order of questions was not fixed, to give an organic flow to the interview and 
provide room for the participants to respond freely on aspects that they thought were of most 
relevance, while being able to ensure that all topics important for the study were covered 
(Veal, 2006).  

 
Figure 15: Framework of questions for tour guides in Skaftafell 

4.2.2 The conduct of the interviews 

The location for the interview was chosen by the interviewee and in most cases we met in a 
coffee place in downtown Reykjavík, but two participants were interviewed at a public space 
in the University of Iceland. Letting the interviewee choose the location was done to ensure 
the comfort of the participant and enable an easy flow within the interview. Each interview 
took between 40 and 60 minutes. The majority of interviews followed the same structure and 
after an icebreaker introduction, the discussion became more fluid. Each interview was 
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recorded on a digital recorder for future transcription and analysis. The quotes used in the 
next chapter (see chapter 5.1 ff.) give the original text of the interviews. The only additions 
are symbols used in the transcription (see Table 2): 

Table 2: Symbols used in the transcription of interviews – used in quotes 

Symbol Main Profession 
(  ) Missing words that we did not hear or are hard to understand 
(…) Omission in transcription / jump between text to skip less important information  
(,) Short silence / hesitation 

(word) Adding information about expressions or behaviour of the interviewee 
- or – Brief silence and change of sentence 
[text] Text added in transcription for better understanding and flow 

/ End of Line = Sentence not completed 
/ Beginning of line = interrupted or previous sentence starting to flow better 

UPPERCASE Words said with a high voice / Emphasis by interviewee 
 

The interviews started with an icebreaker phase in which the participant provided information 
about her/himself, giving some insight into their own perception of the self and what made 
them choose to become a guide. The next question followed the framework of questions, as 
was laid out previously. The answers of the participants have been written down and the 
analysis of the transcripts was based on initial and axial coding, carving out the main themes 
mentioned by the participants (cf. Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Deriving from the answers and 
the themes mentioned, the results of the interviews can be divided into four segments: a 
discussion about the guides themselves, the perception of the visiting tourists, the tourism 
industry in Iceland, and the perception of the natural environment. The four segments touched 
upon issues mentioned by the participants: the role of the guides, the changes of the tourist 
groups and attitudes, the importance of guides within the industry, and the perception of 
nature.  

Part of the discussion focused on the terms used to describe Icelandic nature. The terms used 
by the participants are fed into an online tool in order to create a word cloud. A word cloud is 
a visual representation of the terms used but also shows the frequency of the terms, giving a 
snapshot of the perception of nature represented through these terms. The intention with this 
word cloud is to give a snapshot of how people see and describe nature. 

4.2.3 The interaction with maps 

The other part of the interview used maps of the area. The intention with this case study was 
to give an insight into the knowledge of guides working in the area, and to provide a point of 
reference for protected area management in this area. It is an interesting exercise to quickly 
collect an overview about the level of degradation and naturalness of the trails, as well as a 
tool to tap into the opinion and knowledge of the guides. Work with mental maps provides the 
opportunity to show how guides experience and remember an area (Gold & White, 1974; 
Vainikka, 2016). The participants were asked to engage with the maps (see Figure 16 and 
Figure 17) and mark the trails in different colours according to their state of degradation. The 
colour scheme ran from red (high degradation), orange, yellow, and to green (no degradation). 
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The participants highlighted the degradation of a trail according to their previous experience 
of severity of trail width, depth, erosion, and change of vegetation cover. In general, the 
wider, deeper or less vegetation cover, the more degraded the trail. Trail management was 
considered as low impact, as it helped maintain the quality of the trail. Similar factors and 
classifications have been used to describe hiking trail conditions in previous studies (see 
Ólafsdóttir & Runnström, 2013; Schaller, 2014a).  

 

Figure 16: Map of hiking trails in the southern tip of Skaftafell area (Vatnajökull National Park, 
2015) 
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Figure 17: Map of the Skaftafell and its vicinity, showing the official hiking trails in Skaftafell area 
(Vatnajökull National Park, 2015) 

For future analysis, the hiking trails of the maps (Figure 16 and Figure 17) were manually put 
into a digital map of the area, using QGIS (version 2.14). Because of this it has to be 
mentioned that the accuracy of the digital files compared to the printed maps is not 
completely fitting. As a result, there will be some mismatch between the trails on the maps 
and the digital trials. The information about the trails by the participants was coded (red = 4, 
orange = 3, yellow = 2, and green = 1) and added as attributes to the digital map of trails. 
Finally, an overlay of the original map with the digital map of the trails was done in order to 
highlight the information by the participants.  

4.3 Limitations 

It is important to point out some shortcomings and limitations of this study. First of all it has 
to be noted that the interview material was not that extensive in terms of number of 
participants and the time used. Larger group size and longer interviews might have yielded 
more data, but could have also meant more time needed for data collection and analysis. An 
additional factor is that the basis for the research rests in the willingness to participate and the 
discussion with the participants. How the group of guides came together was strongly 
dependent on the way the communication was conducted and which language was used. Most 
of the communication was done in English, which is the most commonly used language 
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amongst guides in Iceland. However some of the guides were contacted in German, if their 
nationality was known. The interviews themselves were conducted in English. The fact that 
most of the communication was conducted in English, even though the level of Icelandic and 
German would have been sufficient, might have influenced not only who was willing to 
participate in the study, but also the information given by the interviewees.  

Another important limitation is the uncertainty about whether the individuals coming forward 
to participate represent only the ‘outgoing’ fraction of guides. There are many more guides 
out there whose participation might have been valuable but they did not have the time or 
motivation to do so. It appeared that those who did take part in this study were the ones who 
see research as an interesting and useful tool to give an input into the discussion about 
participatory protected area management. It is important to keep in mind that not every guide 
is motivated by the same perception that sharing knowledge and experience contributes to the 
greater good. Some might come from a more egocentric point of view, whereas those who 
took part in this study appear to have shared opinions about the benefits of such a study. It is, 
however, speculation what this research would have looked like and which results would have 
come out if other individuals would have participated. 
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5 Results: Experiences and opinion of 
guides 

The interviewees appeared to ease up and with the guidance of the prepared questions the 
gathering of information went smoothly. Sometimes it was important to bring back the 
discussion to focus on Skaftafell. This appears to be normal for guides, as many worked also 
in other areas and can draw from a diverse pool of experience. The following presentation of 
the data is broken down into two segments: what the guides said and what they drew on maps.  

5.1 Tapping into the perception of guides 

Several guides mentioned the different roles and responsibilities which they have. This 
complex environment is also represented in the range of topics they wanted to cover in the 
interviews. The following will give an account of the comments of the interviewees in their 
original form. In order to try to understand all aspects, it is interesting to go back to the view 
of the self within its environment and look at the data from different angles. Therefore, the 
following representation of the data will be divided into four segments following what 
participants said about their own perception of their role and motivation to work as a guide, 
the recent changes among visitors and the tourism sector as whole, their observations about 
the natural environment, and their opinion about protected area management (Figure 18). 
Each segment has a set of corresponding questions from the interviews that guided the 
presentation of answers from the participants.  

 

Figure 18: Structure of representation of results and its relation to the research aims 

5.1.1 The perception of the self among guides 

The personal motivation working as a guide 

It seems obvious that the majority of guides would see their job as a chosen profession from 
the beginning, but it is actually interesting that the group of participants was rather split into 
two fractions. Even though the majority of interviewees are working as guides over the 
summer, only a few chose to become a guide. For some, being a guide came naturally. One 
participant expressed how her growing up was by being in nature, hiking, and learning about 
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the different national parks (in Iceland and aboard). Her experience is influenced by the 
experience and education from her mother, who had a degree related to preserved areas. For 
this interviewee, becoming a guide was something natural as she grew up with it. Her being 
given this knowledge by her mother also shaped how she acts as a guide. She expressed how 
she communicates and shares these facts with the visitors, something she likes doing: 

Participant 05: I have been hiking since I was a kid. I always hiked a lot with my 
parents. When other families went abroad, we went to - packed our car and drove 
around the country. My mom has a degree in preserved areas like national parks. 
[…] And then I started to participate in the rescue team. And then the doors have 
opened again to the outdoors. And I had a friend that started working with 
Icelandic mountain guides and he was like encouraging me a lot. As it was the 
best job he ever had. So yeah, I applied and it was pretty natural to me - because 
part of it I always been in nature, and always knew how to interpret nature. And 
kind of analyse what I saw and kind of communicated to the tourists. So it was not 
a big step for me and it came pretty natural. Having my mom as an educator my 
entire life. And then I applied for the job and kind of got stuck in it as it combines 
so much - it is both academic and physical and you get to share with the love 
alike and there are not many jobs where you have the opportunity to do exactly 
that. You are communicating with people, you are getting to know people, you 
sharing everything you know. And you kind of can decide what you share. you 
know bases about everything but you usually find some people in every group, 
that are more interested in something that you are interested in. ahm, yeah, so 
you get stuck pretty easily. and then you are – there is something about for 
example Skaftafell its ah, the glaciers and the mountain there are kind of suck you 
in, and you kind of get stuck in there.  

Some have been exposed to the natural environment, sometimes from an early age, and 
developed a strong connection with their surroundings. Others work as a guide is influenced 
by their experiences in nature and having visited places over a long time. This made them 
feeling 'natural' within nature. This participant was even drawn to and consumed by the 
environment and its features, which made them keen on working as a guide on the particular 
glacier which he visited and saw the first time he came to Iceland. The natural environment 
can have, as in this case, a lasting and profound impact on the person. The fact that this 
participant became a guide was then one way of going about the desire to dedicate the rest of 
their life to it: 

Participant 03: (…) I always wanted to be in the cold, I always wanted to be outside, 
I always - ahm - doing something - ahm - something unique, exceptional. And I 
guess that is it. I never thought of it - I never saw a glacier before I came to 
Iceland. As soon as I came to Iceland within the first month was the first time I 
ever saw a glacier in my life. And I am currently guiding on that glacier. So, as 
soon as I saw the glaciers I knew that is what I wanted to do, that is where I 
wanted to be, and I was what I wanted to dedicate the rest of my life. Since this I 
was working as a guide - trying to - I mean I wrote my master thesis on glaciers. 
Socially, not the mechanics, but socially - ahm - and I - It is just interesting to 
relay that from people across the world. For most part I love my job. 

For several interviewees their decision to work as a guide was not motivated by their 
experience in nature. Some of the participants see it as a bridge profession. They have been 
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either wondering about getting into a more desirable job behind the desk in tourism, but they 
see it as a good opportunity to get into the field and learn about the products first. One 
participant mentioned that she saw tourism as an interesting profession and studied it in 
Iceland at University. However, in the job she discovered that there has been a significant 
difference between the teachings, the perceived training for the job market, and the reality of 
the tourism industry. What combines the following three participants is the fact that guiding is 
seen either as a bridge profession, leading to a better and more desirable employment 
afterwards, or as a starting point to quickly earn money, as it apparently does not always 
require a specific training: 

Participant 04: Ahm, in the beginning, my motivation was to teach. But also to learn 
more about Iceland for myself (,) and originally it came by trying to be on the 
office side in the tourism sector, to get a better idea of the tours. After that I 
decided to go to the tourist guide school and I always wanted to teach, but 
something the people are interested in. So I could teach math or informatics, but I 
don’t want to. 

Participant 08: No! Never! Never thought about that! maybe a little bit, when I was 
ah (,) like in the tourism in the University of Iceland, but you know, when you are 
studying tourism you are actually learning all different things and actually 
nothing about practical stuff. Like you know, you are not learning about Iceland, 
you are not learning about the things that you have to say to the tourist, so, yeah, 
that was a little bit different, and actually I hoped that I am going to learn but still 
I never thought that I am going to be a tourist guide. 

Interviewer: But what was then the motivation, sorry that I ask, about studying 
tourism? 

Participant 08: Oh yeah, it's difficult [when asked about studying tourism). I don't 
know actually. It was like we moved to Reykjavík and my husband actually 
finished his study, and I was thinking: "ok, I have to do something now" and then 
I just decided you know it would be good to do something, and I just went to this... 
kind of day, introduction day, and yeah, I was thinking, why not try this one. 

Participant 10: My personal motivation to become a tour guide was that I like to go 
out into nature myself and ahm I like to go hiking myself, do mountaineering in 
my free time and I thought why not putting this up to a professional level and 
learn how to be a mountain guide and ahm how to guide to people and go to 
mountain guide school in Kópavogur, Leiðsöguskólinn (…) and earn some money 
with this. 

Interviewer: So it was never the thought in the beginning to be a tour guide yourself, 
it just somehow happened because you had the personal interest? 

Participant 10: Ahm yes! I didn't come to Iceland because of this, because of being a 
tour guide. (…) Ok. My motivation to come to Iceland was ahm I got a job at the 
Cultural Ministry of Iceland, promoting Icelandic literature to other countries 
(…) I wanted to stay for three months, but then I stayed for three years because 
the project offered me the job. (…) The problem is that working in literature is a 
quite complex topic here in Iceland and ahm working in literature and in culture 
is quite problematic because ahm to get enough money out of that for living is 
usually not very good (…). I was doing projects, trying to survive with that, but in 
the end I realized that these projects don't bring any money, not enough money 
and I was just running after money and ahm trying to survive here, so I decided to 
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ahm go into tourism and ahm earn some real money and ahm get more 
appreciation and more fun in working with tourists (…). (…) It was a fun job, yes, 
and then I decided to take the school. 

The relationship of professional training and work as a guide 

So for some the reason for being a guide comes from their exposure to nature and the need to 
earn money. However, some of the participants mentioned that they had a desire to work with 
other people and teach them about nature and history. Guiding combines these two aspects 
when translating the environment and transforming the tour to an experience for the visitors. 
The form this guiding can take also depends as much on the motivation of the individual as on 
the professional background the person has. For some, guiding was the best way to come back 
to Iceland and make a living. For others working as a guide is a reasonable way to earn 
money with the shortest needed time for preparation and professional training: 

Participant 01: Oh this just happened due to a recommendation of a friend. I was 
thinking about moving back to Iceland and do something related to geography 
and to humans. And so I saw that there were some jobs, ahm, advertised in the 
field of tourism. I applied and got the job and took this as an opportunity to go 
back to Iceland, which was my initial plan anyways after having spent half a year 
here in 2010 as an exchange student. And so I, yeah, (…) came back as a tour 
guide. 

Participant 06: Well, it was something that was interesting, and it only took one year, 
so, I like things that take only one year to complete. (…) I know the country 
relatively well, because I was brought up in many different places in Iceland. So I 
moved about a lot when I was a kid. And I'm interested in geology, history, all the 
things which the (,) or most of the things, not the economics, so /laughs/ the guide 
school that put emphasis on [this]. Yeah, it was sort of this, I don't know. Not 
something that I've been wanting to do for, you know, ten years, or (,) Also I 
thought it would be interesting work to work with, you know, this interesting. I 
was not necessarily determined to go into guiding full time, you know, that wasn't 
the motivation really. It's somehow different factors, yeah. I thought it was a good 
idea at the time. 

 

  

Figure 19: Guides as teachers and educators – the professional background of guides influences the 
personal style of guiding (photographs: Harald Schaller) 
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The work as a guide might be influenced by the main profession or training the person has 
undergone. Therefore, it was of particular interest what profession the people are undertaking 
at other times. As mentioned earlier, several of the interviewees have been trained or work as 
teachers. Working as a guide demands the ability to translate and guide the experience within 
the environment. For these individuals, who happen to have teaching experience, it might be 
easier to work in this environment. Some expressed that guiding is a different form of 
teaching, especially when asked about what they enjoy most about working as a tour guide: 

Participant 02: As a tour guide it is pretty much the same as a teacher. I enjoyed 
teacher and I enjoy being a tour guide. I am explaining the country. (,) explaining 
Iceland. And I like to keep (  ) that is what I like. I never get tired. 

But it is also interesting that one participant did not see himself as a tour guide. When asked 
about the reasons behind working as a tour guide, he made it quite clear that there is a 
distinction between being a tour guide and a mountain guide. This differentiation between 
tour guides and mountain guides is important, as both forms require different training and 
form different relationships and services for the tourists. It became apparent with this 
participant that a tour guide needs to be more entertaining and educating for the tourists, 
whereas a mountain guide has to have more technical skills in order to provide safety for the 
tourists: 

Participant 07: Ahm (,) in fact, I don't see myself as tour guide, because my 
profession. I am trained to be a mountain guide and that's what I've always be 
doing. But in Iceland, when I start doing day tour and stuff, some of the duties are 
more tour guide related because of the risk management ( ) stuff like that is ( ) 
quite technical, so (,) I see myself as like carry over from mountain guide to a bit 
more tour guiding duties. 

Interviewer: What - because I don't know the real difference between these two 
things, so what is the difference between being a mountain guide and a tour 
guide? 

Participant 07: So being a mountain guide (,) we were trained to manage mostly risk, 
how do you manage clients and stuff like that. I can go through the whole tour 
without telling you the name of the mountain, for example (…) and I don't need to 
tell you about the bird and the flower, I don't need to tell you about anything, I 
just need to take up there and back down safely. (…) So you basically pay me to 
keep you safe. Whereas a tour guide, you pay me to give you a good experience, 
talk to you about something (,) tell you about what I see and what I think about 
this and that. So in that sense, that is the separation. But nowadays the line is 
quite blurred when you're doing something of what we call low-level guiding. (,) a 
little bit...  there's still consequence and you still need a certain technical 
expertise, you need to be trained and all that, but at the same time you have to 
talk about the glaciers you have to talk about what is around you and these kind 
of things. So it's a combination of the two. (,) so I'm trained more on the technical 
side of things and I picked up this later on, just so that I could do both of that. 

The emotional component of working in guiding 

The difference in training involved is an interesting factor, as well as a different type of 
service required. It can be also understood that there is a clear distinction and hierarchy 
among the forms of guiding, and the separation of the perception of these professions. This 
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shows that the training of a guide will also influence the way guiding is done. Routine can 
quickly settle in for guides. The repetition of tours, the stories and routs the tours take can 
wear out the guides and repetition then impacts not only the guides, but can also have an 
effect on the quality of the trip for the visitors. Some guides spoke about this as a factor that is 
important to avoid. They try to change the tour up in order to keep themselves interested and 
in return provide a better service to their customers. Judging from what the participants said, 
the vulnerability of routine and wearing out is one factor of the personal background of the 
guide of how to work with these situations: 

Participant 02: I enjoy being a tour guide. (…) I never get tired. That is very strange. 
Because I know that some guides (  ) but I know. I don’t like to say the same all 
the time. Like some guides (  ) I was told that some thing (mumbling and acting 
like reading a script) I don't do it like that. 

Participant 05: After you started (…) climbing the mountains around and you always 
seeing like, thinking about what should I do next? I want to do this or that. At 
least in the beginning. But then you are realized that your tourists start to become 
like they are all the same. So you never get to go a little bit further. You are start 
like you kind of in the start you get familiar with a certain terrain and you always 
try to make this terrain bigger that you are familiar with. But at a certain point 
you realize that you kind of have gotten of all the terrain that is available to you. 
And then you start to like, for example, then I got "and now it is time to move on" 
I go somewhere else. And that is why I am guiding other trips now. 

What is prevalent amongst the reactions of guides is the fact that there seems to be a strong 
emotional response towards guiding. They enjoy being in nature and interact with the tourists. 
It is of interest that several participants mention how they share a part of themselves when 
they are guiding. This sharing relates to a personal and emotional component of the guiding 
work that connects the interviewees with the tourists. In general, the interviewees want to be a 
guide and connect with people. For many, it is this emotional connection of sharing what is 
important for them that appears to be a driving force in guiding, that makes this work so 
special to them: 

Participant 03: The guides that work in these areas. (…) The guides that work on the 
glacier, I mean these are people that want to be there. (…) These are people so 
that enjoy being outdoors, that enjoy being up on the ice, that enjoying being in 
the Icelandic nature. 

Participant 05: I applied for the job and kind of got stuck in it as it combines so much 
- it is both academic and physical and you get to share with the love alike and 
there are not many jobs where you have the opportunity to do exactly that. You 
are communicating with people, you are getting to know people, you sharing 
everything you know. And you kind of can decide what you share. 

Participant 07: I like to share my experiences and share those moments with people. I 
really like - you always get those moments when you're out there, where you're on 
the mountain, you're climbing, you're sweating, you're exhausting, but then you 
look down and that for you is just unbeatable, and you know you're among the 
less than one percent of the fortunate people to be able to see that very view and 
be at that very place at that very moment. And to enable those people who 
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normally would not be able to make it there, but because of you, you bring all of 
them up there safely and they could share that view with you, to me that is very 
special. 

It is interesting that most of the interviewees do not have prior experience as a guide. 
However, the diversity of local and foreign guides is fairly equal. Only two participants (05 
and 07) worked or are currently working abroad. This can give them a different perspective 
when describing the interaction with tourists, nature, and possible management processes. 

5.1.2 The engagement with others in the tourism industry 

Change in attitudes among tourists 

The tour guide is not alone and therefore it is important to look also at the others who are with 
them: the visitors and the actors of the tourism industry. It was interesting to hear from the 
participants’ experience about their interaction with tourists and with other people using the 
area. The attention of the guides does not only expand over their own group alone, but 
sometimes has impacts beyond the edges of the group. Over time, changes in the attitudes of 
the tourists and the tourism industry became apparent to many of the participants. The 
discussion about the others, the tourists, was something the interviewees used - over a 
significant length - as a guiding light for the general discussion. Many spoke about how 
tourists become more disrespectful for the natural environment and it appears harder to find 
tourists that are interested in visiting Iceland. In details, interviewees describe what changes 
they have noticed among tourists: 

Participant 01: What came to my mind first is the behaviour of the people that they 
are kind of – when it comes to interaction with landscape so to say – that they 
don’t respect landscape at all. 

Interviewer: And you are talking here about the tour guides or tourists? 
Participant 01: Both sides. I see quite a lot of tour guides, who accept a certain 

behaviour that was not accepted before, that you leave the hiking trails, which is 
strictly forbidden and it not mentioned only once. Maybe it has to be mentioned 
clearer. I have no idea. But I think the, the behaviour of tourists towards of nature 
is getting more and more disrespectful. And if you tell people this. Like this is just 
me, just setting aside, bla bla bla. 

Participant 02: I don’t know what to say, actually. (,) perhaps, ah, (,) perhaps some 
tourists in the group are less interested in Iceland. Some of them now, I see that, 
ok they go to maybe Chine, Guatemala, oh - oh Iceland, ok. 

Development of attitude in the tourism industry 

With this change in attitude and preparation amongst the visitors in mind, it bears the question 
of whether there is a current development in the tourism industry which enables this. It is, of 
course, not possible to come to a complete overview and knowledge about the tourism 
industry and this development, however it appears that especially the economic component of 
tourism plays a great role in this discussion. The guides mention that tourism in Iceland is 
increasingly developed for wealthier visitors. This is not surprising, as it appears to be one of 
the directions tourism wants to develop in order to increase return of investment but also limit 
the amount of visitors. Some participants are concerned that this mentality is attracting 
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tourists that can afford the visit to Iceland but are less educated of what this trip would entail. 
It was interesting to see how the participants reacted and elaborated further on the question 
about the changes they have seen in the tourism industry: 

Participant 01: I talked to other tour guides and they say that before – it was of 
course rather wealthy tourists that had the economic possibility to come. And they 
were better educated about it and so forth. And now you see people can really 
afford Iceland much more than it was before. And (,) I am not said that people 
who do not have money are not educated, but I think – yeah – the more people 
come, the more ignorant people you get. 

Participant 03: So in my experience, tourism has kind of shifted in the past three 
years. It’s kind of become a little bit more commercial. People that I took three 
years ago were much more outdoor-orientated in the sense that they actually went 
hiking, they actually did more physical activities. But in my experience there is 
over the - or at least currently - that is shifted into bus tours. Kind of driving up to 
an area, seeing it, taking some pictures, and then moving on. 

 

  

Figure 20: Examples of creation of the self within the natural environment: social media exposure vs. 
solitude (photographs: Harald Schaller) 

For some guides, the use of social media becomes a major factor in tourism and it appears to 
play a role in the current development. Visitors come with the desire to have a unique 
experience of a wild and untouched environment; an image that is perpetuated by domestic 
and international tourism marketing. Several interviewees mention how Iceland has now 
become a destination for mass tourism and because of this the visit has also become an 
opportunity to share and compare lives with the ones who have not been able to make the 
same trip. So it can be noticed that on the one hand there is an imbalance of what tourists are 
sold and what they experience in the field and on the other, how the visit to Iceland becomes a 
vehicle for an online pilgrimage, in a sense that people travel to a (almost spiritual) place of 
beauty and solitude, which they desired to visit, and then this is exposed to the eyes and 
judgement of others who have not been able to do the same. Of particular interest is the 
concept of “ticking something off of a pocket/bucket list” which relates to the issue of 
fulfilling a lifelong dream, but there is also a rush to finish what others have seen and 
experienced already: 
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Participant 03: I have plenty of people that go on my tours that are really interested 
in glaciers. 90, I would say 95 to 99% the tourists that I have are first timers. 
They have never seen a glacier before in their live. So they are USUALLY very 
curious. I would say about half are keen to learn about the ice. They are very keen 
to learn what is happening with the glaciers. The other half are just there to 
experience it and then just kind of tick off the item on their pocket list. Ahm, so 
that is kind of my experience from Skaftafell. 

Participant 05: You can feel there are a lot more people that come and spend less 
time in Iceland. So for example, things need to happen faster somehow. (…) It is 
now harder to sell the 8 days, than the 6 days. I think that is also how when a 
place becomes a mass tourist area, what Iceland was not 6 years ago. The people 
that came to Iceland were kind of - they came where always some weirdoes, 
because they dug it up and found it interesting to spend some time here. But as 
soon as Iceland became a hype, people just want to check it on their bucket list. 
And people just have a different mentality in travelling. Here, people just make a 
cross in the bucket list. You can feel that with especially the northern lights trip. 
they had the thought of not being telling their colleagues that they did not see the 
northern lights that TERRIFIES them, rather than they were enjoying the trip or 
not. But that is also something that is SO everywhere in our society. Everybody is 
showing their tip on facebook or where ever. And people are always comparing 
their lives. And that was not an issue some years ago. And people are so focused 
on what has this person done, and what I haven’t done. And there is a lot of 
anxiety.  

Interviewer: so like an achievement anxiety. 
Participant 05: exactly. And people stop thinking about why am I doing and just feel 

like they just have to do it. Do to Iceland to check all these boxes, rather than just 
going to Iceland and to enjoy it. 

Several guides mention that tourism has become more commercialized. This development is 
fuelled by the sharp increase in visitors and appears to not be regulated enough. Some guides 
mention that they do not see any policies or strategies in place to steer the development in 
tourism. Some mention that this lack of foresight threatens not only the viability of tourism on 
an environmental or social ground, but that this also reduces the quality of the experience for 
the guide and especially for the visitors. It has been mentioned that several areas are crowded 
with so many tourists (and sometimes ill-informed tourists) that it degrades the experience of 
the tour. Some visitors are getting very upset about not getting the experience they thought 
they would receive based on their research before. In addition to this, the guides see 
themselves in the role of managing expectations as well as managing the crowd, to be able to 
somehow please most of the group:  

Participant 01: I think tourism has grown quite to fast and I see no strategy, no 
policy. So I am rather negative. I am very pessimistic. I think there will be serious 
threats by tourism. Especially in these highlighted areas, like Skaftafell, like the 
national parks. I think I see – with this amount of people, I see it really, really 
negative. 

Participant 05: Skaftafell definitely is struggling with this amount of people. Last 
summer I had a trip there in the peak of tourism in middle of July and especially 
one lady I walk a lot with, she was really UPSET that the information she got was 
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that there wouldn’t be that many people in Iceland. But there were people 
EVERYWHERE. And she just kept on talking that there are SO MANY people like 
- so she was disturbed. So she did not feel - she felt annoyed by the amount of 
people. And I DEFINATELY get that when I am guiding on a glacier and there 
are six other groups on a very limited area. And my challenge the entire time is 
always to stay out of sight of the other group. It becomes more challenging to let 
people feel that like the power of the glacier, because the people take over. 

Participant 07: But what we are selling are the standard tours and at standard tours 
you have to accept that sometimes there will be a lot of people. But expectations 
of tourists are not always like that. They don't have always a realistic expectation. 
they have what they see from the brochure, sometimes also the sales persons part 
are irresponsible and promise too much, more than we can deliver. Or they just 
basically not knowing what to expect and they expect too high. And then they 
come and then "oh, ah, that doesn't match my expectation". (…) It's hard to fully 
customize this whole thing that is why I think it also take away from it. I mean if 
you have like a smaller target audience then it could work. but now as you get all 
sorts of people, especially in the south in Sólheimajökull - I mean in Skaftafell, 
people go all the way out there and want to do a walk, they are generally more 
prepared. And generally more fit and able (,) ahm, Sólheimajökull is (…) 
sometimes a shit show. (…) Also the people, just like yeah, come in high heels and 
they want to walk on the glacier. They have no idea what to expect. (…) In 
Skaftafell you get people who are more serious, who are more knowledgeable of 
feature, that kind of things, in general. 

 

   

Figure 21: Changes in tourism infrastructure: left summer 2008, right spring 2016, noticeable is the 
change in vegetation cover, a secondary trail on the right, additional trails on the left of the main trail 
up toward the waterfall, as well as the platform on top of the hill (photographs: Harald Schaller) 

The main challenges for the future of tourism in Iceland 

For many participants it is not only the degradation of the experience for the visitor that is of 
concern. They express their deep concern about how the tourism industry and protected area 
management itself can have inherited certain weaknesses that are not adequately addressed 
and how this sharp increase in visitors has led to some bad habits to emerge within the 
tourism industry. They notice how the lack of foresight within the industry creates an 
environment where individuals stop caring and focus on their intermediate interests first. 
Setting up a business in tourism appears to be easily achievable as long as the increase in 
visitors will continue, and such an environment can lead to a mentality where people do not 
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want to be the last cashing in on the tourism boom which appears to be happening in Iceland 
right now: 

Participant 05: There is always this issue of who pays, who has the benefits, and who 
gets the money. (…) That is also something really common in Iceland, this short 
time solution. It is so dumb if - we can’t think about it in a long term. And it is an 
issue with a lot of these areas. And they get stuck in the very first steps and they 
are not willing to look 10 years ahead. (…) This kind of gold digger syndrome is 
how people stopped caring and (…) areas that need to be worked on and people 
stop caring about as they just think, it is just lost. 

Participant 07: At the end of the day for me, from what I see in Iceland so far has 
been very short term. We have to move away from that and start looking at a long 
term.  

Interviewer: So would you describe the management then rather as reactive rather 
than as proactive?  

Participant 07: Pretty much yeah, I would say that is quite accurately phrased. 
because from what I see so far (,) everyone can tell you that there are a lot of 
changes and then past the number of tourists coming in and now that we just 
being caught with our pants down and just like: "oh wow, what do I do now?" Ok, 
build more hotels, build more trails and this and that but we are only looking at 
making the big bugs and meeting the demands and all that, but we are really not 
looking at it from the natures perspective. How do you conserve this? Is this 
going to be destroyed? How long does it take to re-grow and... (,) especially off-
road driving and all that. Those are the local guides are making a lot of money 
out of that but destroying the environment for good. 

With this negative tone in the answers of the participants, it is questionable what the future in 
tourism will look like. The consensus appears to be that it cannot go on like this for long. 
Many participants mention how working in tourism becomes less fun and exciting to them, 
especially working within an environment of gold diggers. Interestingly enough this would 
relate to a short-term thinking or ‘fisherman mentality’ that has been accounted to Icelandic 
business and management culture (see Eyjolfsdóttir & Smith, 1996). This short term thinking 
in tourism can also lead to environmental and social degradation in many areas. Naturally, the 
participants are concerned about the environment as it forms the basis of their employment, 
but also the future of the business. Some express that they see this sharp increase in visitors 
and the financial gain due to this as unsustainable. There have been already some voices 
within and outside the guiding community that speak about the decline in attractiveness of 
Iceland as a destination (see Pergament, 2014):  

Participant 04: I see a great danger that it will break down within the next 3 or 5 
years. And it would be a pity. We have first newspapers abroad, such as the New 
York Times and other, advertising "GO to Iceland before it is destroyed" - we 
have first newspaper articles that sound like that. Once things are like that are in 
the trip advisor that will be more and more difficult. Once we have destroyed our 
nature it will not grow back within one year or two. And that is the difficulty. So I 
hope we get enough with the up building of the country. 

Participant 06: There are places in the world where you are not alone (…)  
Interviewer: No, exactly. Do you think that will change in the near future? 
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Participant 06: I hope not! /laughs/ but I have an opinion for confidential, that this 
tourist... this big (,) bloom or whatever it is called, this expansion will not keep 
going. I think it's not going to last that long. I hope /laughs/  

What is interesting, however, is the fact that some interviewees mentioned how there is 
resistant among the tourists towards what the guides would see as negative changes. On the 
one hand the visitors appear to not mind all the changes the guides would see as problematic. 
This comes to a point where guides might have a much worse experience in nature as 
compared to some of the tourists. On the other hand, because of the degradation in experience 
and nature, some guides have started to come up with ideas about how to improve the 
situation. Many participants expressed how they see this development as challenging and how 
they see individuals that want to help make tourism in Iceland more sustainable: 

Participant 05: It is interesting, one of my colleagues as a guide did her final thesis 
about Sólheimajökull in landscape architecture. She was really frustrated how 
poorly things were done. And she - I have not read it - but the ones that read said 
that it was really thought through and well done and she had a lot of solutions for 
issues that have been like been issues for years. But for example in this case have 
not been wanted because it is too political. This is all political issues between 
landowners and they are not doing it to - for what is best for the area. They are 
too much focused to what they can get out of it. (…) And there are too many 
people that have - stakeholders in that way. They are like landowners that have - 
and that is I think (,) the same problem in many places.  

Interviewer: You mentioned the thing that you're basically, like, framing or selling a 
certain experience and if you're personally not that much interested, (…) maybe 
that also then influencing their experiences in Skaftafell. What would you say? 

Participant 10: Yes, I'm influencing their experience. But anyway, of course, the 
landscape usually impresses the people. It depends on the weather and the ahm 
attractions themselves are having. If I don't sell them the attractions much, they 
have usually still an impact on the people. This is usually positive. I am still 
wondering what is going on with the people, because usually everyone, like, 
nobody has a negative view on Iceland and usually people have a super positive 
ahm exaggerated view on Iceland which is kind of scary, I would say.   

5.1.3 The perception of nature 

The definition of the term "nature" with regards to Iceland 

Discussing nature, the natural environment, and the guides’ perception, it is quite interesting 
to see the different ways and forms nature is described by the participants. It is a reminder 
how difficult the term is to grasp. Many interviewees mentioned features of nature like 
vegetation, glaciers, mountains, and volcanoes. Especially the environment outside of cities 
was perceived as nature. By this nature becomes something opposite to human infrastructure. 
Often, nature is described by these natural features, but also nature is perceived as being 
everything and the meaning it has to the guides was something worth noticing: 

Participant 05: Everything that is outside of the city and you think is nature. And then 
it comes to a phrase that I came to realize more and more after I got older, nature 
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for me and I think I am not the only Icelander that is untouched. Untouched 
nature and wilderness which is not touched by men. 

Participant 06: A very easy question, hahaha (,) what it means for me...well I think 
it's just, you know, a necessity. ( ) that would just sum it up it is very important. 

Participant 08: It depends. I would say, in Iceland it is everything around us. it's not 
only the vegetation, it's also just kind of - for me, in Iceland, the nature is just like 
all around us, so it is difficult to say, you know, exactly what it means for me. But 
you know when you go out in Reykjavík and you can see all mountains around, 
you know, this is the nature. ( ) though you are living in the city or a small town, 
that's still the nature is all around you. So in Iceland it's kind of difficult to say 
exactly what nature can mean. 

 

 

Figure 22: Visitors grouping around the geyser Strokkur, in the background the houses of the visitor 
centre, a restaurant, hotel, and shops – Summer 2015 (photograph: Harald Schaller) 

It becomes clearer when looking at the following statements that nature is hard to describe in 
quantifiable terms. It was quite interesting that the participants described their perception of 
what constitutes nature by drawing from elements of the self and the other, and by this 
describe the dichotomy of nature and man. Mountains suck you in, you climb them, and you 
have a bodily experience in the environment. Nature is a place with distinct features that are 
encountered and experienced by man. The body is out in the vast and desolate environment 
and at the mercy of the forces of nature. Through this nature also becomes a space of 
interaction and exposure, where people have a bodily experience, where the individual 
submerges into nature and the experience of it. The feeling of nature by its exploration is 
something these guides expressed: 

Participant 05: (…) Skaftafell is ah, the glaciers and the mountain there are kind of 
suck you in, and you kind of get stuck in there. (…) You can see it you can feel it. 
You can climb the rocks, you can hike some trails (…). 
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Participant 07: Icelandic nature, mhhmmm (,) I mean, the first thing that came to my 
mind is always that you get out from the dense population. And then everything 
you see from then on. (,) the biggest thing is the landscape ( ), the lava field, ahm 
the glaciers, ahm the desolation (,) yeah, I think that's the first things that come to 
mind, basically. It is known to have big mountains and stuff like that, yeah, 
volcanoes, yeah (,) the superficial image should be that (…)I think the natural 
thing - to me the biggest thing about Iceland nature is the desolations, because 
there is really not that many people. And once you just drive a little bit outside of 
the dense population then you get to that sense of vastness. There is nobody out 
there, just you and whatever that you see out there. To me that itself is really cool, 
is really unique, and that is pretty Icelandic. 

For some, nature in Iceland had a force drawing them to it and this impacted their life. It is 
not uncommon for foreigners to have a strong emotional reaction towards nature because of 
their preconditioning from their experiences in their home environment and the new exposure 
to Icelandic nature. The example of this guide is a quite interesting story in which the 
romanticised image of nature had a lasting impression: 

Participant 10: I changed my attitude to watch on nature and it got from - in the 
beginning, you come from a big city [in Germany], and you come in a country to 
a country where you have a lot of nature and a lot of landscape, let's say it like 
this, rawness and wilderness, and in the beginning you come with a very typical 
(,) ahm, how do you call that, the typical romantic view from a big-city-citizen 
and you romanticize nature itself and you make something really big out of it, you 
make it bigger than it is, but since I am working now with it, I came more to the 
fact that nature is always changing, especially here in Iceland, and I never cry if 
anything is changing in the landscape (…). 

The realization of nature being a changing environment is an interesting one. Especially since 
changes in nature, especially with regards to tourism are not always perceived as having a 
natural cause. It is one way of looking at the anthropogenic changes in nature as being 
negative impacts, some would even claim that man is a part of nature and therefore the 
changes are caused by a force of nature. By adopting this view, the perception of changes in 
nature leaves the environment of an anthropocentric worldview and starts realizing the 
relationship of nature and man from an Ecocentric worldview. One guide put forward this 
view several times during our conversation: 

Participant 07: At the end of the day it's how you define nature in the first place, if 
you don't see that we are part of it then it's just something that you go and visit. 
And then there is the majority of the people that come here to visit nature, 
because if you separate yourself from that, that's all you get. (…) How I define 
nature? Everything? I think we are part of it, animals, plants, the environment, 
everything, we are supposed to be part of it. (…) okay, about my perception... to 
me that is probably like the one percent which people don't see. Because to me, 
the reason I like it so much is because I see myself as part of it and I like to share 
my point of view with the people. As well, when I am on the glacier, for example, I 
tell people that to me glacier is life. It has a different life form, like all has a 
different life form; whatever you see in here has a different life form. There is a 
way that we communicate with them and they communicate with us. It’s not a 
voice, it's not a wave, I don't know what it is. But you just feel when it... you know, 
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it's telling you something and you are replying. That's why we... at least me as a 
guide, I don't just, you know, look at weather forecast and yap, it's clear to go, 
and then when you're up there it's blowing and windy and all that, and so you 
base your decision on what you see, but also how you feel about it, how you feel 
what the mountain is telling you. It’s... we have that... I just feel like I have that 
connection with the environment that I'm in, because at the end of the day, I'm 
part of it. I'm not removed and go and visit the place, and get away, so that's how 
I look at it. 

This welcome for change is something that, in terms of environmental factors, not all guides 
share, by this it appears that nature in itself does not change, but the perception of nature by 
man does: 

Participant 02: Well, as it is now, it does not change things. [Nature] is very exciting, 
I nature, ahm, beautiful. 

 

  

Figure 23: A regular day in high season in summer 2015 – both times groups of people crowd around 
Strokkur and wait for the eruption, even in bad weather (photographs: Harald Schaller) 

The manifestation of nature 

It is interesting to look into what terms the participants used when describing nature. Most 
participants used words that are commonly used as descriptors of an environment shaped by 
volcanism, the interaction with glaciers, and a climate which is representative of subarctic 
(Dfc on the Köppen-Geiger climate classification) and hemiboreal (Dfb) environments (cf. 
Peel, Finlayson, & McMahon, 2007). The landscape, mountains, waterfalls, and glaciers were 
obvious and apparent features mentioned by interviewees, and several guides expressed the 
desolation of Icelandic nature and the lack of infrastructure as important features. The 
following image is a representation of all terms mentioned in the interviews (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24: Word cloud generated out of the words mentioned when describing nature. The font size 
indicates how often different words have been used throughout the set of interviews (cf. Davies, 2016) 

Nature is a complex concept and over the time of the interviews it became apparent that not 
only spatial features are at the core of description of nature. When asked to describe nature, 
some guides mentioned other terms as well. These words relate to the emotions that being and 
working in a natural environment can stimulate within the interviewee. The participants used 
terms that describe the size of natural features that can lead to the feeling of nature being 
monumental. On the other hand, Iceland can be seen as an untouched deserted land, and a 
place that is very open and where everything is possible. The attitude that everything is 
possible is also something of concern, as it relates to the attitude that nature is also brutal and 
unsafe:  

Participant 02: Savage, nothing, brutal. 

Participant 04: I think on the one hand it is often sold as very untouched and very 
wild, very wide, very open, and everything is possible. and sometimes people 
underestimate this "everything is possible" and try to go somewhere where they 
get to a place where they do not see a danger, because they do not know it from 
home (,) also this wild and untouched is something that is a little bit jeopardised 
by the large numbers of people that come to who most of the time do not know 
better and (,) in parts it is that (,) yeah (,) when we have places that were 
untouched for several hundred years, and now we are thousands of people going 
there every month that is an issue of keeping the places in shape. 

Participant 10: Everything which is not artificial made by human beings or by the 
human society. nature is ahm (,) loneliness, nature is ahm silence, it's relaxation, 
nature is in Iceland especially deserts or ahm few trees, deserted land, wide 
landscapes, glaciers, huge mountains, huge glaciers, ‘monumentalism’, you can 
say that, and ahm (,) yes, maybe that's an answer, I don't know. It’s difficult to 
define. (…) I would say crowd, I would say raw, I would say unsafe, I would say 
not well prepared, I would say ahm (,) missing infrastructure, I would say ahm (,) 
few signs. 
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Different terms have been used by the interviewees to describe nature in Iceland. These terms 
can be grouped according to their spatial (e.g. empty, vast, openness, glacier, wide, etc.) or 
emotional (e.g. untouched, vulnerable, pristine, savage, etc.) meaning. Grouping the terms 
accordingly, it is interesting to see patterns of different use among participants (Figure 25). 
This overview shall not give room for interpretation about the terms used by gender, as the 
cohort in this study is not large enough.  
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Figure 25: Words mentioned when describing nature associated with spatial and emotional factors, by 
all nine participants (own) 

However, it is interesting to focus on guides 05, 07, and 10. These three give the largest count 
of words to describe nature. These three guides have not been the longest working as a guide 
(this would be guide 02 and 06), but over the time of the interviews, their description of 
nature gives the most diverse facets using spatial and emotional terms. Participants 07 and 10 
use more spatial terms (like: lava, glacier, deserts, silence, huge mountains, vastness) than 
emotional terms (like: loneliness, relaxation, unique, romantic, raw). Participant 05 on the 
other hand used a more equal account for spatial and emotional terms (spatial: untouched, 
huge mountain, get away, outside – vs. emotional: untouched, natural, dangerous, vulnerable). 

Changes within the natural environment and their driving forces 

The rapid increase in visitors is something that affects some guides quite drastically and leads 
to strong emotional reactions. There is a growing concern about the future of tourism among 
the guides. Especially since the factors defining tourism is changing rapidly and the feeling 
within nature is not the same anymore – especially for returning visitors. As this interviewee 
expresses, the image of Icelandic nature abroad is changing and this development can have a 
lasting effect for the future:  

Participant 03: I am not sure, I mean (,) maybe there is just the image of the area 
might be changing. What was once so free and open, kind of a heaven for people 
wanting to see a place there are not many people around isn’t really the case 
anymore. I mean certain areas in Iceland have ceased become that. I have had 
people on my tours that they came 10-15 years ago and they said they went hiking 
and there was nobody there. (…) So, I think that image is also changing. 

In general, the participants expressed that they have seen many changes within the natural 
environment. This is of concern for them as nature is their source of employment and income. 
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The reason for these changes is different. As for the ones who work on glaciers, the glaciers 
are disappearing and that is of concern: 

Participant 03: The problem is becoming that there are more and more people 
coming and the Icelandic nature is slowly starting to suffer. (…) [Guides] are 
people so that enjoy being outdoors, that enjoy being up on the ice. That enjoy 
being in the Icelandic nature. So I think it is a big concern. For me personally, 
absolutely, it is alarming. To see the ice disappears. Because it is my livelihood. I 
work on the ice.  

But the majority of guides mention the increase in visitors to the area as a large concern as the 
natural environment is suffering. With the increase in accessibility, so the number of visitors 
also increased. One participant, who worked in the area since the 1970s expressed how the 
situation was in the past and what changes he has noticed over the time: 

Participant 02: But the roads were very bad. The road is not as nice as it is now. To 
go from Egilsstaðir to Höfn took a whole day. 

Interviewer: oh, really. (,) you had like very bad infrastructure to go there 
Participant 02: Very bad road. Very narrow (,) (…) Access now is much better. The 

roads are better and the busses are better. So if you want, I don’t know there is no 
problem to go to Landmannalaugar. But there were more problems before. 
Everything is much easier to go to Askja it is fairly easy now. But it wasn’t then. I 
remember we, the first time we went to Askja (,) the bus driver drove there the 
first time. (…) There was no telephone or anything. And the (  ) bus and no four 
wheel drive. And the road was much more difficult than it is now. Sand. I 
remember the bus driver managed to /bumb/ we stopped in the sand. And there 
was nobody around. No telephone and nothing. We had to manage. So tourists out 
and pushing and shovelling. That is how it was. And we found Askja. 

Nowadays, the road allows many visitors to come and explore the area. Many visitors make a 
short stop at Skaftafell on the way around the main road of the island and visit the waterfall 
Svartifoss. As the waterfall is a picturesque and easy accessible, many visitors take the short 
hike and explore the area. But there are several concerns, the participants mention. On the one 
hand the state of the natural environment is starting to suffer. Vegetation is trampled and soil 
erosion is increased, mainly due to the behaviour of visitors not using existing trails. Even 
though the park service attempts to manage trails, the question remains if the increase in 
degradation can be managed adequately without sacrificing the ‘natural’ feeling of the area: 

Participant 04: I think for example the road up to Svartifoss waterfall is a nice road 
and it is well preserved. (…) Most of the people underestimate the hike difference 
because they are not used to hiking and the fact that it is not a paved roads and 
has nice stairs in parts. (…) But on Svartifoss waterfall, where you go up you 
have loose sand and gravel. Many people are just not equipped for it, but there is 
no sign telling you. (…) I think the trail itself is one of those that is better 
preserved since we have a lot of volunteers looking after it, carrying new 
material. (…) But on the other hand if I see the destruction in other places and 
people DO pick flowers and leaves of the trees. "Oh I would like to take a little 
piece of the birch wood home and maybe it will grow in my garden" and then they 
have already ripped it off the tree in the middle of the National Park. But 
therefore we have too many people coming there already. 
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But there is no clear consensus amongst the participants if having tourism infrastructure (e.g. 
trails, viewing platforms, and barriers) lead to a degradation of the experience of nature as 
being less natural and unique. Trails are one aspect that are of importance for many 
participants. They provide the means for guided and safe travel in the area. The state and 
layout of trails deeply impacts how individuals experience nature. But sometimes a trail is 
also a hindrance in how to experience and engage with nature. It takes away the moment of 
exploration, challenge, and surprise, as it guides and limits the group on a specific path. This 
participant expresses how having a trail is on the one hand impacting the experience of a 
natural environment, but at the same time it also provides guidance and safety, dependent on 
the needs of the visitor and tour: 

Participant 07: Up on the mountains, there's no trail, you never get by directions. You 
want to go north-north-west, you want to go on different bearings, and stuff like 
that, to navigate yourself to get to that point and get back. So there's really no 
trail. So trail is mostly a (,) very controlled environment for very limited 
experienced user, so we know that it could be safer following that. 

Interviewer: Would you then also say maybe that if you are following a trail, it is a 
less natural experience for you? If you just go on the glacier or into the field 
where there is no trail? (…) 

Participant 07: For myself it's easier, because I know exactly where I going to get. I 
could switch off sometimes if I'm following trail because I know exactly what is 
happening and everything. Ahm (,) you can see, I have a good experience. So it 
depends on what is the weather like, what is the environment, who else is using 
the trails, at what time of the year. (,) In general (,) I don't think it takes away 
from my experience if it is (,) done properly. (…) Let's take Landmannalaugar. 
There is sort of a trail which is more clearly defined at summer when the use is 
high. (,) the positive of having a trail is that you know where you are going, to 
which direction, and it's established and you don't damage more of the eco-system 
than you have already done. so as I guide I advocate to follow the trail when you 
can when there is high traffic (,) ahm, the downside is it takes away the guessing 
work, my attention sometimes because I don't have to look around and map out 
where I am and where I want to go. With the trail it's easy. 

Interviewer: Yeah. Do you think that you as a guide, if you don't have a trail, it's 
more fun for you to do? 

Participant 07: Ah yeah! You're more sharp, you're more attuned to your 
environment because you don't want to get lost, and you have people you need to 
take care of, so you are constantly checking and looking around, so you pay more 
attention in that sense than when you are on the trail which you just cruise along. 
So sometimes it's good (…). 

This points to an interesting aspect of the perception of nature within a national park, as trails 
are one form of managing access to an area. Protected area management is sometimes seen as 
an opponent towards free travels within an area. Some guides expressed how the regulations 
within a park are hindering them from freely using the resources within. But they mention in 
the same breath how important these regulations are and how they help them enforcing 
responsible behaviour. So it appears that there is a conflict within some participants. On one 
hand there is the wish to have better facilities, but then at the same time there is the concern 
that with increase in infrastructure and the establishment of rules though the national park 
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authorities the area loses parts of its natural feeling. On the other hand, it appears to be a 
necessary sacrifice to preserve some of the more vulnerable areas: 

Participant 10: I am used to Iceland to go on this to wilderness that we can use the 
landscape but there they kind of institutionalized through the national park term 
the nature itself and ahm made it in a way less nature and more like a museum, 
yeah? (…) Skaftafell in a way in the most popular areas seems for me to be ahm 
like an artificial park area, more or less. even though you can see nice things 
there but it's very regulated, very artificial I would say, but when you leave the 
trail to ahm Svartifoss and you go, for example, to Sjónarnípa or what it's called, 
where you can have a look, a nice view on the glacier of Skaftafell. There, it's 
getting a little bit more wild, less people, an also less regulations, so it becomes in 
a way nicer. So always when you take like not the main trail but another trail it 
becomes in Skaftafell usually more relaxing and ahm more natural, less artificial. 
(…) I HOPE they should improve ahm the Skaftafell visitor centre a lot and with a 
lot of money they should do, because it's not fitting anywhere anymore. (…) I 
would say Skaftafell has to improve ahm in a way to make it even better 
accessible for tourists, easier accessible for tourists. Ahm, also in order to maybe 
drag the tourists flow away from the more raw areas and more dangerous areas 
and ahm and ahm let other areas unspoiled because Skaftafell is the exhibition 
place, and I'm glad to have, like, me as a guide, I'm glad to have at least ahm a 
few places which are the main exhibition places which are suffering for the other 
places which are still unspoiled. (…). It’s sacrificed. Which is, I think, ok, it has to 
happen like that. 

5.1.4 Attitudes towards protected area management 

Effects of decision-making in protected area management on guides 

Throughout the different interviews, the participants express their experience and concerns 
about the changes within nature and within the tourism sector. These changes are very 
alarming to them. Following this discussion it is important to look to the other side in the 
form of protected area management. One of the imminent issues interviewees repeatedly 
mentioned with regards to the management of Skaftafell is the safety of the visitors:  

Participant 10: People are once in a while leaving the trails there because when the 
higher you get or the further you walk away from Skaftafellsstofa, the more the 
people get out of the trails or can't even see the trails, something like that. (…)I 
think especially problematic is when now at Svartifoss. (…) Svartifoss has trails 
but there's so many people coming there, even in winter when you can't see the 
trails anymore and so on, that people are walking everywhere, you see that 
branches are broken, you see that ahm places are just stampeded over, and you 
see, for example, that people go WAY too close to the waterfall and that they (…) 
endanger themselves and others (…). 

They acknowledge that the national park management provides services for the visitors in 
form of signs, trails, trail management, and so on. Many such services are important for 
guides too in order to keep visitors safe and reduce the amount of damage to the natural 
environment: 
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Participant 07: Trail walking basically is somebody else has made the trails for you 
to walk on. It's a very controlled environment. Despite even IF the trail is very 
difficult. It’s still someone who has mapped out the whole thing and say "you 
should walk here", "you should not walk there" (…) Trails are confining control. 
We like to do that to make sure that people don't get into trouble. (…) If you want 
to have tourism there, you need to have trails. first of all, you don't want people to 
get hurt, second you want to confine the traffics, and people with more abilities 
and experience can always get off that and do some other things and get the 
experience that they want. (,) so, it's a necessary evil in the sense that if you want 
to protect and have everyone go everywhere and hurt themselves than you need to 
have that over there. 

Regulations set by the national park authorities are not only seen in a positive light. As some 
expressed, in the past, they experienced hiking and guiding in Iceland as an environment in 
which one can be free and explore the area to its fullest. But with the increase in visitors and 
degradation, trails, barriers and other infrastructure become a necessity. This development is 
not what some guides wanted to see, but accept its intention: 

Participant 01: I think the more people walk there, the worse it gets. (…) Unless you 
really change it. But then you have to ask yourself how much of a national park is 
it then. (…) I think this [building more infrastructures] is unfortunately getting 
necessary. 

Participant 10: I am a mountain guide and I like to enjoy nature, face nature at some 
point and not get regulations about what I have to do and which moss I am 
supposed to walk on and which not. This is kind of not my personal (,) ahm; I 
wouldn't have pleasure with that. But, when I think about tourism and my tourists, 
I think it's maybe good. I have more control over my tourists, it's more security as 
well, I have less work to do as a mountain guide when the trail is well marked and 
well prepared. 

Main challenges of decision-making process 

What appears to be problematic for several of the guides interviewed is the fact that the 
management of the area is not looking enough into the long term effects of their decision-
making. One guide has mentioned that he sees the management rather reactive and wishes a 
proactive approach to the current situation. 

Participant 01: I think tourism has grown quite too fast and I see no strategy, no 
policy [from officials]. So I am rather negative. I am very pessimistic. I think 
there will be serious threats by tourism. Especially in these highlighted areas, like 
Skaftafell, like the national parks. I think I see – with this amount of people, I see 
it really, really negative. 

Discussing the need for proactive management, one participant remembered the saying of her 
mother. The quote of this one interviewee is quite telling, as it reaffirms the need to go 
through a thought process that looks ahead before the increase in tourists develops a negative 
turn: 

Participant 05: I could refer to my mom all the time. But this is a phrase she used a 
lot of times: You clean your house before you invite people. But in Iceland it isn’t 
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done that way. Everybody is invited before the infrastructure is ready. So we have 
this HUGE amount of tourists coming, but there is so many - because it is so 
fragile and vulnerable, so there are areas that can’t handle the pressure or that 
amount of tourists. 

Out of the comments of the participants, it appears there is a lack of management actions that 
aim towards dealing with the future of development of tourism in the area. Many actions are 
needed towards fixing problems that appear because of the sharp increase in visitors, the lack 
of previously executed build-up of adequate infrastructure, and the lack of resources in the 
past and present. Because of these shortcomings even more efforts need to be made in order 
to make the area fit to deal with the demand in tourism and reduce possible degradation in the 
future. Taking the suggestion of ‘cleaning the house before inviting people’ into mind, it 
would mean that significantly more work is needed to please the needs of tourism. Why this is 
the reality opens up questions about the adequate knowledge base for decision-making at 
protected areas. Most of the guides expressed that they are ready and willing to help out in 
this regards. 

Motivation and role of guides in protected area management 

Looking over the collection of interviews, it interesting to see how the different participants 
react to the question of which stakeholder group should be part of protected areas 
management and if they see guides playing a vital role in that. It appears that only a small 
group of the interviewees do not see guides playing an important part in this. On one hand 
these comments come from the basis that there are participants who see guides as not being 
equipped to contribute strongly to the decision-making process. This can be accounted for by 
the opinion that guides are less equipped with specific knowledge in conservation 
management – something rangers of the national park would be seen to be better at. Another 
is that protected area management is seen as a highly political topic, where guides can come 
between the lines of fire. Another topic might be related to the lack of ‘ownership of a stake’ 
due to their status as employees at a company and the fast turnover of guides within a 
company. This is maybe also why one participant rather would like to see the managers of the 
companies being better equipped to take part. 

Participant 05: not tour guides, but more (,) but that is the thing - but there is the 
head of the company are asked, or they had something to do with this thing. But 
not the tour guides themselves. We are the people on the lowest category.  

Interviewer: But would you say you have the most experience in the area? 
Participant 05: But (,) it (,) maybe yeah, but there is so much flow of tour guide, and 

a lot of them don’t care. Lot of them do, but they do get attached to the area in a 
period of one year and then they are gone. There is so much flow of people, and 
that is maybe why they are usually not taken into discussion. Because there is 
always just new people, they jump the rope, just start as a guide. Maybe do have 
strong opinions about it. But not everybody has strong opinions about it. But I do. 

Participant 08: I think that at least the rangers maybe should have something to say. I 
know at least for now, you know, everything about ahm being in charge in, the 
like, Skaftafell and things like this it's usually political, there is a lot of politics 
right now, (,) ahm, it's never too good to, (…) watching things from the politics’ 
side, it's never too good. But you know, I don't know, on the second side, if it 
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would be really good to try to, you know, [take part]. (…) But, ok, I'm not sure if 
it would be really good if guides would also participate too much in that. Because 
it is actually difficult to pick (,) - whom should be taking, which kind of guides? 
(…) they are coming just like me, just a few times a year, are we talking about, 
you know, hiking guides and, yeah. It is difficult. 

The management of Vatnajökull National Park is seen as a large project and knowing enough 
is a concern which might explain why some guides might not see it as important to take part 
as a guide. One participant took the course as a ranger and still seems not sure if guides are a 
good group to take part: 

Participant 02: We can be asked (,) More specialists in nature has to do it. 

Participant 06: I don't know about the input of the tour guides in general, if that 
should be a thing, you know (,) opinions and advice (,) probably (,) I don't know, I 
haven't really (,) you know, thought about it from that point of view. But I think 
that it is generally in fairly good hands. I took a ranger's course last year, so I got 
a bit of a different insight, you know, into the bureaucracy /laughs/ (…) You can 
say, yeah, I think so. But I think this is of course really huge, the Vatnajökull 
concept. But I feel like coming to Skaftafell, for example, is of course a very 
established park 

The larger group on the other hand is very positive about guides being a stakeholder in the 
decision-making of protected areas. These guides see themselves as experts in the area due to 
their long experience in working there. They state that they have been working there over 
several years and know the area due to their repeated visits. Guides undergo a specific 
training in mountaineering and safety protocols which makes them – in their eyes – specialists 
with regards to safety issues in tourism. They express that they do not know all that is 
necessary to know about conservation management, which makes rangers and other experts 
important to complete the knowledge about tourism management in protected areas. 
However, one participant also mentioned that because of the repeated visits to specific hiking 
trails, guides acquire over time a specific knowledge that can help make better trail 
management decisions, leading to more resilient trails.  

Participant 01: what stakeholder group is most important? (,) I would say that you 
should really get recommendations from the people working there all year around 
or at least having a clue of it in, in the main season. So they – the rangers, and the 
– mainly the rangers and the environmental agencies. Because I think the 
politicians in general don’t really care. They see the money coming in and they 
don’t see anything to do to invest. (…) There are kind of divergent interests, I 
would say. I am not sure if (,) I mean you can get tour guides as advisors up to a 
certain degree, but, yeah – they are a stakeholder group and should have a say. 
They have a – for sure a stake. 

Interviewer: In terms of development and changes of development. There is a lot of 
talk of who should be included in the decision-making? Like local stakeholders, 
and so forth. Or just the scientists, or the managers of the national park. Do you 
feel as a guide that you would have a valuable input into (,) these decisions. 

Participant 03: absolutely. Ahm, absolutely. I think, I mean for maintenance the 
trails, but also for safety reasons. I mean these are recreational areas, but they 
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are, can be very unsafe, so absolutely we would be able to have input in this 
discussion.  

Interviewer: Do you think you should have this input? 
Participant 03: yes. I think so. 

Interviewer: would you say that you SHOULD have a voice in the decision-making of 
park management? 

Participant 07: I think so! I think we should have a bigger voice of that. And then we 
need - let's say we are like 30 percent and then you have the park service that 
should be the one to carry out the changes, it should be like that, absolute 
authority. But they can not do that independent of us as in, because we are in the 
area and we are the experts and a lot of those things. But they should have a team 
of expert staff to tell us what to do and what not to do, too! Well, you know, we 
are experts in the safe-guarding people and that kind of things, but they should 
have people who study bio life, long-term management of the eco live over there, 
stuff like that. We should far exceed what we know. We do our best but we need 
someone who truly cares about that and to do that. 

The overall perception of guides 

The participants in this study are a very diverse group of individuals with regards to their 
background and work experience. However, there are some common traits among them. First, 
the majority of them mention their previous experience in the natural environment or their 
education as a motivator for becoming a guide. Almost all of the guides mention that the type 
of tourists changed over the previous years, especially with regards to their knowledge of the 
environmental features of Iceland and what the appropriate engagement with it is. Especially 
the sensitivity of the natural environment is a large concern for the participants, as it is the 
basis for their employment and its continuation in the future. Interestingly enough, all 
participants mention that they have in nearly all cases clients from abroad. Icelandic visitors 
only join their tours if they accompany foreign visitors. It appears to be more a consensus that 
current management practices in the tourism industry and at the Vatnajökull National Park did 
not catch up with the galloping development of tourism and its effects on the natural and 
social environment. Not all guides see themselves as the “right” person to take part in the 
decision-making processes of the national park. However, all agree that they have very 
specific and valuable knowledge with regards to the safety of visitors and reducing negative 
effects of visitors on the natural environment. Therefore, they should have an input into the 
decision-making processes of the park. 

5.2 Engagement with hiking trail maps 

Each interviewee was asked to mark the trails in the area of Skaftafell according to their 
opinion about degradation. The results are quite different from one participant to the next. 
This is noticeable in the extent of trails they mark, the confidence in marking them, as well as 
the status they give the guides. How many trails are marked during the interview vary 
between guides, dependent on their repetition and exposure to the area of Skaftafell. Not 
every guide has tours or is able to hike all trails repetitively, which influences their knowledge 
of the trail system. Most of the participants are very comfortable marking the trails up towards 
Svartifoss and back to the visitor centre. Only a few have hiked towards Morsárdalur or up to 
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Kristínartindar. Therefore, the following presentation will focus mainly on the trails from the 
visitor centre (Skaftafellsstofa) towards Svartifoss (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26: The waterfall Svartifoss – one of the main attractions of Skaftafell – approximately 1 hour 
hike up the mountain from the visitor centre, June 2006 (photograph: Harald Schaller) 

Another factor that might have resulted in different answers from the interviewees is the 
information about the framework of the exercise. The participants were asked to mark the 
trails in different colours according to their state of degradation. The colour scheme ran from 
red (high degradation), orange, yellow, and to green (no degradation). A full account for all 
maps and trails can be found in the Appendix for reference (see page 95 ff.). 

Sometimes in the conversation, the participant asked again and the term degradation needed 
more explanation. It was then when degradation was defined by types of erosion (width and 
depth of trail, changes in vegetation, and soil erosion on the trail). In some cases it happened 
that the term of ‘natural state’ or ‘naturalness’ of the trail were used as well, which was aimed 
to relate how natural the trail felt in the environment. This could have led to some 
misunderstandings, as a natural trail might not receive adequate trail management and 
therefore should have rated higher on the degradation scheme, but received better grade as it 
was more ‘natural’. 

The following is an overview of four maps and the trails marked with the corresponding 
colour scheme in the map. The trails have been digitally added to the existing map, as 
described in the method section (see chapter 4.2.3). For this presentation the maps of 
participant 01, 04, 07, and 10 have been selected, as they had the most experience in the area 
guiding. It is most interesting how diverse the interviewees perceive the trails in this area, 
however during their discussion about the trail, they mention what causes this difference. This 
gives an additional insight into the knowledge guides have due to their work experience in the 
area. 

Participant 01 (Figure 27) is a German male who has been working for the past three years as 
a part time guide during the summer. His employer is a German company which has 
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organized longer tours in groups. He highlighted most of the trails with low or no 
degradation. The trails after Svartifoss towards Kristínartindar were marked as most natural 
and less degraded. He mentioned that in his opinion this is due to the low use of these trails 
and the significantly longer trail. Another trail that was marked green are the trails where the 
partly pavement of the track to the glacier Skaftafellsjökull. Only the trails towards 
Sjónarnipa and back to the visitor centre are marked with higher degradation. It was 
interesting that these trails were marked with higher degradation due to the higher slope 
angle, and the experience of muddy tracks. The low degradation of the tracks up to Svartifoss 
was mainly due to the increased trail management of the national park, even though these 
trails are subject to higher use.  

 

Figure 27: Participant 01 highlights the high degradation of trail east of Svartifoss due to slope angle 
and muddy conditions, other trails are easily accessible or in a ‘natural’ state 

Interviewee 04 (Figure 28) is a German woman who has worked for 5 years full time in the 
tourism industry as a guide and project manager. Her tours involve mainly longer tours in 
groups, but also shorter multi-day trips. She, on the other hand, marked the trails towards the 
farm Sell as showing higher degradation. Interestingly, the higher degradation in this area is 
accounted mainly due to their higher need for trail management to keep up with the higher 
demand. The high demand is mainly accounted for by the easy access of the area to the 
visitors that come with the bus up to the old farm and then hike to the waterfall and back. 
Therefore, the naturalness of the track is seen as less natural due to trail management. The 
participant mentioned that tracks up to the waterfall have mainly loose sand and gravel that 
makes the trip difficult and can, under wet conditions, quickly become eroded. Trail 
management in this area is done, however, due to the high demand and the loose sand, the 
interviewee mentioned how this can lead to safety issues for the visitors. Even though the 
track to the glacier Skaftafellsjökull is seen as having no degradation, the second track from 
the glacier shows high degradation. The interviewee mentioned that often people use the 
tracks without a professional guide. In this case, the track is poorly marked and therefore the 
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visitor can risk of getting lost and following into quicksand. The participant mentioned this as 
the main risk and thus gave this status. 

 

Figure 28: Participant 04 highlights the second track towards Skaftafellsjökull with high degradation, 
whereas other tracks are considered to be in an adequate state 

Interviewee 07 (Figure 29) is a Malaysian male that has worked over the summer for the past 
3 years in Iceland as a glacier guide. His employment is mainly with regards to the glaciers in 
the area and involves short day trips (between 2-4 hours) and short multi-day trips. He 
showed the most experience in the area. He agreed that the tracks to the glacier are not very 
suitable for visitors without knowledge of the area or without a guide and that they partly lack 
maintenance and signs to be safe on them. What was interesting is the fact that the tracks to 
Svartifoss are considered to have high degradation. This is interesting that even though there 
is considerable trail management done in this area and they show high use by visitors, the 
changes in the vegetation and soil erosion on the tracks contribute mainly to a less ‘natural’ 
status of the trails. This can point towards the fact that trail management is undergoing in this 
area and that this can change the feeling of exploring nature. The trails towards the glacier are 
marked with high degradation because of the problems with degradation of the pavement on 
the trail and the missing markings on the trails. This is something the other participant also 
mentioned. The interviewee agrees that this is a safety issue for the visitors as they might 
wander off and get themselves into the risk of going into areas of quicksand. In addition to 
this, this situation also means that the visitors can get lost in the area and trample even more 
of the surroundings, which would increase soil and vegetation degradation. Other tracks, 
outside of the heavily visited areas appear to have no impact as only few visitors use them and 
the trails are ‘natural’.  
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Figure 29: Participant 07 marks high degradation of trails of high traffic and loose material, other 
trails are of less degradation due to lack of extended traffic 

Interviewee 10 (Figure 30) is a German male that has worked for 4 years full time as a guide 
in the tourism industry in Iceland. His clients come for short multi-day tours or day tours on 
his trips. He has also an extensive experience in the area. Similar to several other participants, 
his opinion shows that the trails up to Svartifoss are show high degradation. This state is 
accounted for by the high demand from many visitors and the need for constant trail 
management. Due to increased changes of vegetation cover, degradation and the need for 
constant management the trail‘s appearance is less ‘natural’. Because of these changes, the 
experience of the naturalness of the trail is degraded. Other trails are less used and therefore 
show only limited or no degradation. Especially the trails after Svartifoss are considered 
natural and without degradation. The trail on the edge of the eastern side towards the visitor 
centre is considered to have low degradation, due to erosion. 
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Figure 30: Participant 10 indicates the high degradation of trails from the visitor centre up to 
Svartifoss due to increased use, but low degradation on others 

The results of the participants engagement with maps 

In general, the interaction with the maps is an activity that brings out a lot of information from 
the participants. The resulting maps can be quite diverse and it depends strongly on the 
understanding of the underlying principles of degradation and naturalness. The differences 
amongst guides have to do also with the exposure and the environmental factors when visiting 
the trails. Some participants have extensive knowledge and experience with the trails, others 
did not. This factor makes it difficult to draw a general trend from this exercise. However, 
some aspects were noticeable. Guides have a good understanding about the accessibility of 
trails and which trail needs attention for improvement, many also mentioned the condition of 
a trail with regards to the level of experience a visitor needs to use the trail, and what type of 
trail is useful for different types of visitors and tours. This knowledge is an important factor 
when designating trails for different user groups. Another aspect was the fact that most guides 
agree that the direct and most used trails from the visitor centre to the waterfall Svartifoss are 
the least natural, but many see this trail in a good condition as it is well managed by the park 
authorities. A few participants mentioned that trails like these can be seen as the “sacrifice” to 
retain the naturalness on other trails and thus being able to provide a broad spectrum of 
experiences for different user groups. 
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6 A condensation of the conversation: 
the discussion 

The interviews analysed in the previous chapter, and the diverse perceptions of the state of 
degradation or naturalness of trails, reveal a rich discussion about the changes in tourism 
among a group of actors in tourism. This richness can be accounted for by different aspects, 
which can be either different personal backgrounds and experiences among interviewees, or 
the interaction with different groups of visitors. Guides play a small but essential role in the 
machinery of tourism. This chapter will discuss the results of the two parts of the interviews: 
the conversations and maps. This is done by using the four realms as lenses describing the life 
of guides (here in the form of: guides themselves, the other in the tourism industry, nature, 
and protected area management). It will also address the limitations of this study in order to 
provide a basis for giving suggestions for the implementation of including guides as 
stakeholders of protected areas, and the conclusion of this research. 

Following the hypothesis of this thesis that tour guides would be an important partner for 
protected area management in Iceland, the results show that guides play a vital role in the 
interaction and perception of nature for the tourists, and that they are an important source of 
information and knowledge for protected area management. It appears that more than half of 
the participants in this study see themselves in the position to have important input into the 
decision-making process of protected areas. Even though they are not part of that process, not 
yet at least as guides are not mentioned in the documents describing the management structure 
of Vatnajökull National Park, they play an important role in the tourism industry. Part of the 
lack of inclusion has to do with how stakeholders are described in current protected area 
policy in Iceland and whether guides are aware of the potential to take part in the decision-
making process. I would like to condense what the guides said in the interviews and reflect on 
it with the four realms of guiding in mind. 

6.1 The reflection of four realms within guiding 

It was interesting to let the participants express how they see themselves, how guides became 
guides, and what pragmatic and emotional motivations they brought with them into the job. 
Several interviewees spoke about their previous experience in nature and their upbringing as 
an important motivator to work in a job that brings them into nature. The aspect of their 
physical engagement with nature is something that was mentioned during the interviews. Also 
the emotional connection due to positive experiences, as well as working in nature creates an 
embodied experience where being in nature is coming to life for the guides (cf. Ingold, 2011). 
On the more intermediate level, it is true that many interviewees see guiding as an easy and 
accessible way to be able to work in nature and earn good money without the need to put too 
much effort into the necessary qualifications. But most importantly in this regard was the fact 
that many guides saw themselves in the role of educators about the land, transformers of 
experience, and safeguards. The fact that guides are enthusiastic and passionate about sharing 
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stories and motivating clients is observed also in other studies (cf. Bryon, 2012; Rokenes et 
al., 2015). It appears that neither the background of the participants, nor the type of visitors 
they take on their tours results in much difference in this. The issues the participants 
mentioned relate to what Cohen (1985) defined as roles of mentors and pathfinders. The 
richness of the expressions used in the interviews is an indicator of how much the guides care 
about their profession, the land and the people they work with. This compassion is something 
that can be a great source of meaningful participation in sustainable resource management at 
protected areas (cf. Weaver & Jin, 2016). The participants want to be in nature; in an 
environment that they enjoy themselves and on which their work depends. They expressed 
how the bodily and emotional experience of being in nature, hiking and guiding, is something 
they enjoy. 

Most interesting was also how the participants expressed their experience with the recent 
changes among visitors and the tourism sector as a whole, especially the tourists over the 
years. They stated that there has been a change in the type of tourists visiting Iceland. Over 
the course of several years, the people visiting the country have become less concerned and 
knowledgeable about the environment they are visiting. They know less about the places, the 
factors that define Icelandic environments (e.g. climate and ecological sensitivity), and 
appropriate behaviour in nature. It can also be argued that participating in a tour is part of the 
ongoing fabric of experience that supports tourists in learning about the place and 
environment. Hence the lack of knowledge can be seen as an apparent feature in 
contemporary tourism (cf. Ardoin, Wheaton, Bowers, Hunt, & Durham, 2015; Falk, 
Ballantyne, Packer, & Benckendorff, 2012). Yet, the guides mention two profound changes 
amongst visitors that concern their work: people care less about their impact on the natural 
environment, and their visit to Iceland becomes an experience that is framed and shared 
through social media (see e.g. Figure 31). Most of the participants in this study feel that trips 
to Iceland have become shaped by the fact that visitors are concerned with ticking Iceland off 
of their bucket list. The exposure of Iceland on many media platforms as a wild and 
untouched environment has led to an increase in the number of visitors. Combined with the 
way people perceive nature, this results in the degradation of nature and of the visitor 
experience, especially for those seeking wild and pristine environments, which on the other 
hand already starts to become a negative impact to some tourists in Iceland (cf. Sæþórsdóttir, 
2013). Often guides also mentioned their concerns for the experience of the individuals in 
their groups, as well as their own experiences. Besides the factors shaped by visitors, 
interviewees seem concerned about the lack of foresight in the management of tourism 
companies. Several interviewees mentioned that the industry is currently trapped in a ‘gold-
digger state’, in which the economic gain of the individual and company comes before the 
interests of environmental and societal factors. Part of this development is mainly due to 
economic situation and lack of regulation here in Iceland, but also the unprecedented and 
unexpected growth in the market. Many tour companies utilize this situation in a way that 
benefits the current state of affairs. In general terms, this aspect of short-term orientation 
appears to be what describe Icelandic business and management culture (Eyjolfsdóttir & 
Smith, 1996), and hence appear to carry on in the Icelandic tourism sector as well.  
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Figure 31: Two visitors taking a “selfie” (self portrait) in front of Svartifoss. Other visitors 
approaching the waterfall beyond the barrier installed by the national park management (photograph: 
Ben Champion; reprint with permission by photographer) 

As guides create value for the visitors through the interpretation of features in the natural 
environment, it can seem obvious that guides need to have a good relationship with the 
natural environment (cf. Rokenes et al., 2015). Many participants expressed that nature was 
the source of their livelihood – which could be seen as obvious for a guide in nature-based 
tourism. Many expressed how nature was one of the driving forces for them to become guides 
and thus, they expressed their feelings and worries for the future of the natural environment. 
Studies among visitors confirmed that the changes in the natural environment can have a 
negative effect on the value of a tour (Sæþórsdóttir, 2013). Interestingly enough, the 
participants also spoke about their concern for the changes to the natural environment which 
stretches beyond the area of their tours. This is one aspect that points towards their general 
worries about the natural environment. Although several expressed that they feel powerless to 
influence the habits of visitors beyond their reach and the actors in the tourism industry in 
general, some still came to an empowering realisation of their own authority as a guide. These 
individuals came to this realization by an outside actor educating them about their importance 
for conservation efforts. By bringing guides into this partnership with environmental NGOs, 
tour guides become a powerful ally and multiplicator being able to connect with potential 
stakeholders in protecting nature. What was interesting is the fact that although guides see 
nature in Iceland as a wild and untamed environment, it is also acknowledged that this view is 
prone to change over time if the current development in tourism continues. 

Of importance for the guides was the discussion about protected areas management and 
tourism management in general. One of the most important factors for guides was also the 
fact that tourism in Iceland is lacking a clear structure, strategy, regulations, and vision of the 
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possible future of what tourism should be. For the guides, the development of infrastructure 
and regulations appears to run after the galloping and unexpected increase in number of 
visitors. The demand for well thought-out infrastructure placement and service quality in 
tourism appears to be less of a concern for those involved in the decision-making process than 
for the guides. They see themselves as front-row actors that will need to make do with the 
tools given to them, something that is commonly described about guides (cf. Ap & Wong, 
2001). They express also their discomfort with a business environment that is scrambling for 
the tourism money and no-one wants to be the last to jump on the bandwagon. This causes 
particular pain to the interviewees, as for them warning signs of the formation of an economic 
bubble are ignored by the ones making the decisions (especially government and business). 
Besides the concerns about the industry, they mention that protected area management 
appears to be seen as stuck in a reactive approach to the current development. For them, 
protected area management is a necessary partner in protecting the environment and the future 
of tourism. This relates to the mediatory sphere in which guides operate and mediate between 
the host and the visitor (cf. Pereira & Mykletun, 2012). The question remains whether a 
proactive management in tourism is possible and able to shape an industry capable of 
sustaining the growth in numbers of visitors while safeguarding the environment. The guides 
express that they are in the best position to influence the behaviour of the tourists around 
them, in order to minimise the negative impact. Most of them would like to be part of 
protected area management. However, not all of the participants agreed that they should have 
the lead in shaping the decisions in protected area management.  

6.2 The interpretation of the maps 

One of the largest challenges in the interviews was compiling the information given by the 
participants on the maps. As much as the interaction with the maps was interesting and 
revealing, it also showed how important it is for the participants to have an established 
understanding of the concepts. A misleading question or phrasing can quickly tip off the 
direction of the information and can result in misleading answers, dependent on the 
understanding of the instruction and the terms used.  

In my interviews, the participants were asked to mark the trails on the maps according to the 
status of degradation. Sometimes, it was important to point out that in this research 
degradation was defined by forms of erosion and changes in the environment, as described 
also in previous research (cf. Schaller, 2014a). However, the question of how degraded trails 
area sometimes left open questions. In order to overcome this problem, I fell into the trap of 
relying on the concept of naturalness. Asking about how natural trails are opened up to 
conflicting statements, as e.g. trails can undergo trail management, but this makes them less 
natural. This is a problem as it made the interpretation of the marked maps difficult. A clear 
statement of the degradation of the trails was limited because of this.  

Nevertheless, the interaction with the maps gave rise to the opportunity to tap into the guides’ 
experience in the area. What is created is a sort of mental map (Gold & White, 1974) that 
represents how guides see the area with regards to degradation, naturalness, but also safety for 
the visitors. Especially the latter aspect is interesting as it points towards the specific 
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knowledge of guides. Safety is something that guides are concerned about and that is on top 
of the list when it comes ot providing a good experience for visitors. Another aspect of this is 
that it can be helpful to use these mental maps in a form that shows the combined knowledge 
of a larger group of guides. Similar maps are made in other instances and help illustrating 
what people perceive of an area (cf. Pánek & Růžička, 2016; Vainikka, 2016). This 
knowledge can help formulating managmeent decisions based on these maps, while enabling 
the integration of a large base of knowledge.  

6.3 Getting back to the research questions 

Overall, the guides understand their role as the individuals that mediate between the visitors 
and the local natural and social environment. They understand that their actions have 
consequences for the actors involved and are therefore concerned about the future 
development of tourism in Iceland. Speaking about the motivation of the guides, all of them 
have a different background story of why they became a guide, but the unifying theme is that 
they care for one reason or another about the natural environment and would like to share 
their experience with others. It is a concern for the participants that less visitors know what 
travelling in Iceland means (with regards to environmental and behavioural factors) and more 
of them just come due to mass-media exposure and consumption. The natural environment 
suffers because of the rapid increase in visitors and the lack of sufficient infrastructure that 
would support and balance this. Another factor is that current management practices in 
tourism are perceived as inadequate to cope with current and future growth in visitation. 
Several of the interviewees express their concern about the lack of foresight and capability to 
shape destinations within the national park in a way that can overcome current negative trends 
and help to present a safe and appealing environment. However, they put forward that they 
see themselves as individuals with important and valuable knowledge that could contribute to 
overcoming these hindrances. Yet, not all agree that they themselves should directly be 
involved in the decision-making of the national park, but rather that guides in general should 
participate in this process. 
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7 Guiding into the Future 
Over the course of this thesis, most of the discussion has circulated around the economic, 
social, and environmental aspect of tourism in Iceland. According to data published by 
several organizations, it can be said that the economic aspect of tourism looks very positive 
and that most of the stakeholders in tourism, as well as the public, appear to be happy about 
the development (cf. Huijbens & Bjarnadóttir, 2015; Icelandic Tourism Board, 2015b; 
Íslandsbanki, 2016). However, it is also important to state that tourism finds itself at a 
crossroads, as the three pillars in tourism (economic prosperity, societal acceptance, and 
environmental resilience) increasingly diverge from each other due to the continuous growth 
in numbers of visitors and the apparent absence of proactive management in the industry. This 
leads to the concern that the development of tourism threatens its own future.  

What comes together here is that, on the one hand, the industry perpetuates the image of 
Iceland as wild and unspoiled nature; a brand that reaches potential customers abroad and is 
carried on by the visitors. But, at the point of purchase, the image of Iceland catches up with 
the reality. Iceland has become in many places a mass tourism destination. Especially 
Reykjavík and some of the most attractive natural sites become hot spots for tourism. In 
Reykjavík visitors and locals notice the rapid transformation of the city centre in terms of 
shops tailored for tourism consumption, the growing pressure on the housing and 
accommodation market, and increasing social antipathy due to rapid growth. The natural sites 
show obvious environmental damage and degradation of the naturalness features. Some of 
these sites are already on a red list by the Environmental Agency of Iceland which defines 
many of the most important natural sites as at risk (Umhverfisstofnun, 2014). This influences 
the experience of the visitors negatively and poses problems for the future of the industry.  

As frontline workers, it is interesting how the guides expressed their concerns about these 
changes. They are the ones who have to deal with the expectation of the visitors and the 
reality of their experience; yet, they see themselves as powerless and disregarded in the 
decision-making process at protected areas. On the one hand, they express how they see 
themselves trapped in the loop of perpetuated creation of images about Iceland and the 
growing consumption of them, and on the other hand they are ensuring a safe and enjoyable 
experience. This is seen as a problem, because instead of a more meaningful tourism in 
Iceland, there is the notion of more superficial consumption.  

Yet, the guides do not have a legal claim to be part of the decision-making process in 
protected areas, nor are they currently considered being an important source of knowledge 
and experience. Previous research did analyse public policy with regards to tourism and 
protected area management and the perception of tourists, however the link between the two 
drew less attention. Arguably guides could be this missing link in our understanding of what 
protected area management thinks to protect and provide, and what tourists perceive as being 
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adequate. Hearing their stories and their frustration about the changes in tourism makes one 
wonder about how their valuable insights can be made use of for protected area management.  

7.1 Implications 

Tour guides play several roles in the tourism industry, which relate to the industry, the 
visitors, but also the natural environment. They are in a position where they can see the 
temporal changes within the people visiting and the area. Their exposure to these changes 
makes them important stakeholders in the tourism industry and in protected area management. 
Many of them have been working for several years in the area and know the demands of the 
customers and understand the processes that shape tourism in Iceland, as well as the 
sensitivity of the natural environment. Their knowledge can help to complete the picture of 
the interaction between people and nature as a part of the tourism system. From the 
perspective of special knowledge, it can be stated that the management of tourism and 
protected areas would do well to incorporate this knowledge into decision-making processes.  

However, they are not. The fact that they are not regarded as an important stakeholder appears 
to be rooted in the belief that only stakeholders that fulfil requirements of owning aspects of 
legitimacy, ownership, power, urgency (or the combination of these aspects) would qualify as 
definite stakeholder (cf. Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005). Because of this, it is difficult to 
achieve sustainable resource management at protected areas. Guides can be of importance in 
this discussion as they show compassion for the environment they work within, which in 
return can be a catalyser for sustainable management (cf. Weaver & Jin, 2016). Even despite 
the fact that they lack certain aspects that describe definite stakeholders.  

If the specific knowledge of guides should become part of the management of natural 
resources, then it would be important to open up the process of decision-making at protected 
areas for them. Following the ladder of participation (cf. Arnstein, 1969), I see three ways 
how this can be done for the case of Vatnajökull National Park: 

• On the lower ladder it would be important to start a venue for communication with 
guides and invite them to hand in suggestions for improvement. This can be done by 
having a structured form of venue (e.g. a periodical meeting, a letter box for 
improvement, online enquiry in forms of metal maps or emotional maps, or calls for 
volunteering for trail management and courses aiming to help rangers in the area). 

• An intermediate step is to implement a process of making guides an integrated partner 
in the decision-making procedure of the park. The knowledge of the guides can help to 
guide the final outcome of the decisions of the area council or the board of the national 
park. By doing so, the guides become an informant in the process, contributing their 
specific knowledge to the decision making process. 

• As the highest form of participation, a full integration of guides as a group of 
stakeholders in the management would be advisable. Through this, the guides are not 
only recognized for their knowledge, but they also have the possibility of actively 
shaping the procedures at the national park. Under the current national park system, it 
is difficult to have a permanent membership of an individual guide in the meeting as 
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the regulations need to be adjusted to this change. Another difficulty lies in the 
fluctuation in occupation and the accountability of the individual to the group of 
guides. So a procedure is necessary that will address these shortcomings and balance 
them (this would make sense also for all other, already integrated, stakeholder 
groups). 

Assessing these options, I would state that it is important to provide room for groups like 
guides to become partners in protected area management. If a communicative approach is 
chosen in this case, then it is beneficial to attend to the different forms of consensus building 
(cf. Schaller, 2010). It would help to implement a form of advisory functions for guides to 
give feedback, before decisions are being implemented. The fact that guides, in most cases, 
already care for the environment and the experience of the tourists is a beneficial factor to 
achieve meaningful decision making. It is, however, essential that there is the willingness of 
the current decision-making body and officials to make this change happen, and also the 
knowledge amongst the guides that they are heard in the process and that they are 
acknowledged as an essential part in safeguarding the natural environment. Some of the 
suggestions would need further research in order to flesh out possible causes of action. 

7.2 Future research 

Throughout my work on this thesis, and as a guide myself, many suggestions for further 
research came to mind. Often it is difficult to include all of my ideas into this thesis as they 
would exceed the aim and scope of the research or the given timeframe. However, some 
issues surfaced during the process of working on the thesis. These issues are subject for future 
research in order to answer the following three aspects: stakeholders of protected area 
management in Iceland, best practice of management of protected areas, and public 
participation of guides. 

This study focused on a particular group of stakeholders, their values and beliefs. It would be 
important to expand the knowledge of if there are other groups of stakeholders that would be 
of value for protected area management. Previous research in this field pointed to many more 
stakeholder groups than the ones that are currently involved in protected area management (cf. 
Schaller, 2010, 2014b). Examples from this research are e.g. the rescue team, the farmers´ 
association, the tourism industry, and landowners. In addition to this, it would be interesting 
to repeat this study with a larger number of guides, in order to get a better overview of the 
perception of nature and tourism by the extended group of guides. 

It was the question of this research if the participation of guides would be beneficial for 
protected area management in Iceland. In order to fully answer this question, it would be 
necessary to look for other examples where the participation of guides has been already 
implemented. The situation discussed and analysed in this thesis is not very extensive and 
thus calls for further investigation in order to fully answer the question. Especially the 
conclusions because of the heterogeneity of the maps are a concern. Extending the research on 
mental maps would hopefully give a better insight into how guides see infrastructure in 
protected areas. This can lead to a better understanding of the processes of participation and 
help transferring best practice examples to Iceland.  
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In addition to this, it would be important to analyse what knowledge guides can contribute 
and to what extent the process of participation is possible for guides. As many guides have 
different personal backgrounds, training, and experience, it would be interesting to see what 
range of knowledge the guides could contribute to protected area management. With regards 
to the hiking trails used in this thesis, it would be interesting to continue gathering mental 
maps of guides and combine it with research about hiking trail degradation (cf. Ólafsdóttir & 
Runnström, 2013; Schaller, 2014a). By this combination, it would be possible to assess the 
accuracy of each of the two methods, and link it to strengthening the acceptance of trail 
management among guides. 

Finally, it is of importance to see which format of participation guides would need to take in 
order to tap into the specific knowledge that can help shape a better future for tourism in 
protected areas. A survey among guides will help to narrow down the options for participation 
(e.g. information vs. co-management) and the different forms that this participation should 
take (e.g. public meetings, surveys, online surveys etc.). Several forms of participation have 
already been used in decision-making in Iceland. Most widely used are public meetings and 
surveys to gather the opinion of stakeholders, but also to involve them directly in the 
management process. Selecting the appropriate form of participation is dependent on the 
situation of the actors and the willingness of the current decision-making body. The ladder of 
citizen participation provides a starting point for the identification of possible forms of 
involvement (cf. Arnstein, 1969; Reed, 2008), and dependent on the needs of participants the 
selection of appropriate techniques can vary (Schaller, 2010).  
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